1. DISTANT HEALING: A Complete Guide, by Jack Angelo. This guide teaches over 50 exercises that draw on the power of spiritual intention to allow you to send healing energy wherever it is needed. Covers the anatomy of the human energy system; how to sense energy fields; body balancing and breathing exercises; and more. 230 pages. Sounds True. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $3.95

2. THE BIGGEST LOSER COMPLETE CALORIE COUNTER, by Cheryl Forberg et al. Millions of viewers have been inspired to change their lives by the incredible transformations on The Biggest Loser, and you can too. This guide provides calorie measurements and full nutritional analysis for more than 5,000 foods. 226 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $2.95

3. I WANT TO BE ORGANISED: How to De-Clutter Your Life, Manage Your Time and Get Things Done, by Harriet Griffey. Full of practical solutions, tips and inspiration, this guide gives you the ideas and tools needed to help reduce untidiness, chaos and stress, leaving you with more space and time to enjoy life. Small steps, big change—your too can be more organized. Illus. 143 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

4. YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven, by Theresa Caputo with K. Grish. The star of Long Island Medium explores the life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Pairing her infectious wit and positivity with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 253 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00. $3.95

5. BUGS, BOWELS, AND BEHAVIOR: The Groundbreaking Story of The Gut-Brain Connection, Ed. by Teri Arranga et al. Informs you of the myriad additional factors impacting the health of the gastrointestinal tract and how that, in turn, can have far-reaching and significant effects in other systems of the body—even adversely affecting development and how people think. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $8.95

6. WHY WON’T YOU APOLOGIZE? By Harriet Lerner. A renowned psychologist and bestselling author shows us how a meaningful apology restores trust, while silence and defensiveness can cause excruciating pain. Lerner shares stories from her clinical work and personal life to offer insight, advice, and compassion to both the offended and the offender. 195 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

7. DE-ESCALATE: How to Calm an Angry Person in 90 Seconds or Less. By Douglas E. Noll. Based on the author’s practical real-world experience as a lawyer turned peacemaker and master mediator, this timely and prescriptive guide provides listening and communication skills that solve the problem of what to do to diffuse emotionally volatile situations—at home, at work, or anywhere! 228 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95
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All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipmenet is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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6857116 RECIPE: A 24-Day Eating Plan to Shed Fat, Boost Testosterone, and Pump Up Energy and Stamina. By John La Puma with G. Lees. The author shows men how to stop testosterone from turning into estrogen, lose the gut, and supercharge fat loss without dieting or forcing flavor. No calorie counting or hunger required—it’s timed to detect dieters and start refueling. 256 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6824933 BUDDHA’S DIET. By T. Cottrell & D. Zigmond. Modern science confirms what Buddha knew all along. It’s not what you eat that’s important, it’s when you eat. You have to follow a few guidelines that Buddha provided and are illuminated in this volume, and you will feel better, stop obsessing about food—and lose weight. 240 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

6902400 EXTREME TRANSFORMATION: Lifelong Weight Loss in 21 Days. By Chris & Heidi Powell. The hosts of the hit TV show Extreme Weight Loss share their proven, life-changing, step-by-step guide for losing weight and keeping it off! With their help, readers will see the hidden path of transformation, be guided through fast and fun exercises; and enjoy dozens of gourmet recipes. Illus. 308 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6845975 MEDITATE YOUR WEIGHT. By Tiffany Cruikshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn a whole new way to lose weight, and it takes just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you light up on the inside, you’ll light up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.00 $4.95

6899405 THE APPETITE SOLUTION: Lose Weight Effortlessly and Never Be Hungry Again. By Joe Colella. Hunger means something is off, and you can’t lose the weight you want while fighting through the pangs. With this guide, weight-loss specialist Dr. Colella presents a six week, three phase plan to help you diminish cravings while achieving your goal weight. Sets you free from hunger forever! 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6665276 20 POUNDS YOUNGER. By Michele Promaulayko with L. Tedesco. Includes a chapter that makes nutritious eating easy. A 6-week get-fit guide to increasing your metabolism and strength, brain tricks to overcome cravings, simple pointers for younger looking skin and energy enhancing techniques for reducing stress and sleeping more deeply. Illus. 280 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

**★ 684121X SUICIDE BY SUGAR: A Startling Look at Our #1 National Addiction. By N. Appleton & G.N. Jacobs. Once associated only with caviaries and simple weight gain, sugar is now linked to hundreds of other conditions, including cancer, epilepsy, dementia, hypoglycemia, obesity, and more. The authors provide shocking information about the amount of sugar found in many popular foods and beverages. 180 pages. Square One Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
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**886564 WHY DIETS MAKE US FAT**. By Sandra Aamodt. If dieting makes us fat, what should we do instead to stay healthy and reduce the risks of diabetes, heart disease, and other obesity related conditions? With clarity and candor the author makes a spirited case for abandoning diets and beginning the new year by truly improving our lives. Extends our lives. 290 pages. Current. Pub. at $28.00. **$9.59**

**6681050 THINNER IN 30: Small Changes That Add Up to Big Weight Loss in Just 30 Days**. By Jenna Wolfe with Murphy. Blending athletic wisdom and laugh out loud humor with easy to follow advice, Wolfe will help you discover just how easy it is to get healthy without having to deprive yourself or work out 12 hours a day. In this guide she puts the focus on small, bite-size tips that lead to long-term weight loss. Illus. 218 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. **$4.95**

**5745385 THE PROGRAM: 21 Days to A Stronger, Slimmer, Sexier You**. By Jessie Pavelka. For the first time, Pavelka, a trainer for NBC’s The Biggest Loser, brings together his most effective tips and no-fail workouts. This volume is organized by Pavelka’s four pillars: eat; sweat; think; and connect—and his belief that making small changes in these areas leads to amazing benefits. Illus. 224 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00. **$4.95**

**5823456 THE BURN: Why Your Scale Is Stuck and What to Eat About It**. By Hayley Forey with E. J. Johnson. Get off dieting efficacy and achieve highly specific results. The I-Burn targets the body’s inflammatory reactions to food, the D-Burn unblocks digestive barriers and torches fat, and the S-Burn rewire the hormonal system. Includes eating and living plans for all three. Complete with detailed grocery lists and daily menus to keep the process simple and easy. 262 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00. **$5.95**


**595231X THE DOCTOR’S DIET: Dr. Travis Stork’s STAT Program to Help You Lose Weight & Restore Health**. By William Davis. The author aims to curtail the overfat pandemic by exposing a decades long problem and offering a research based, practical solution to help prevent and treat it. 179 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**5817943 WHEAT BELLY TOTAL HEALTH: The Ultimate Grain-Free Health and Weight-Loss Life Plan**. By William Davis. Joins the millions who have embraced the Wheat Belly message and lost 30, 50, or 100-plus pounds by giving up grain. In this sequel, you will learn not just how and why you must say no to grains, but how you can achieve a level of radiant health and well-being you never thought possible. 398 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99. **$9.95**


**5846943 JJ VIRGIN’S SUGAR IMPACT DIET COOKBOOK**. Featuring more than 150 delicious and simple recipes including mouthwatering breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks and sweet tooth taming desserts, this cookbook is designed to help you drop weight—up to 10 pounds in two weeks—and melt away fat without missing the foods you love. 16 pages of color photos. 334 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**

**6866077 THE DIET TRAP SOLUTION**. By J.S. Beck & D.B. Busis. This accessible and highly practical guide enables us to stay on the healthy diet of our choice and not only lose weight, but keep it off once and for all. 306 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $18.99. **$16.99**


**6998999 THE OVERFAT PANDEMIC: How to Lose Weight, Get Healthy, and Reverse Disease for Everyone Who Needs to Eliminate Excess Body Fat**. By Philip Mattelone. Research demonstrates that up to 76 percent of the world’s population are overweight. This underscores about 90 percent of American adults. The author aims to curtail the overfat pandemic by exposing a decades long problem and offering a practical solution to help prevent and treat it. 179 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**6633233 EAT WELL, LOOK GREAT: Nutrition and Lifestyle Beauty Secrets to Make You Feel Good from the Inside Out**. By Sarah Brewer. Dr. Brewer reveals her nutrition and lifestyle secrets for achieving common beauty problems, based on the latest medicine. Includes the information you need to make your beauty concerns a thing of the past and is packed with nutritional advice based on the latest scientific evidence. Illus. 232 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99. **$12.95**

**6863833 THE SUGAR DETOX: Lose Weight, Feel Great, and Look Years Younger**. By B. Alpert & P. Farris. Get the sugar out of your diet-and recapture youthful skin and health! This program is designed to stop sugar cravings and eliminate foods that cause weight gain, fatigue, and premature aging, while replacing them with foods that give you energy, help you lose weight, and make you look younger. 268 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99. **$6.95**

**1830033 THE SUGAR DETOX: Lose Weight, Feel Great, and Look Years Younger**. By B. Alpert & P. Farris. Get the sugar out of your diet-and recapture youthful skin and health! This program is designed to stop sugar cravings and eliminate foods that cause weight gain, fatigue, and premature aging, while replacing them with foods that give you energy, help you lose weight, and make you look younger. 268 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99. **$6.95**

**5762542 THE HORMONE SECRET: Discover Effortless Weight Loss and Renewed Energy in Just 30 Days**. By Tami Meraglia. Offers an evidence-based 30-day plan to restore healthy levels of testosterone and balance the relative levels of other hormones, based on lifestyle modifications such as supplements and nutritional adjustments. Also offers a Mediterranean Diet-based meal plan and alternative medicine ideas that will immediately improve your energy. 276 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00. **$3.95**

**6551297 EXTREME TRANSFORMATION: Lifelong Weight Loss in 21 Days**. By Chris & Heidi Powell. The hosts of the hit TV show Extreme Weight Loss share the proven, life-changing secrets of the 21-day plan that gets you thinking about your weight and keeping it off. With their help, readers will see the hidden path of transformation; be guided through fast and fun exercises; and enjoy dozens of gourmet recipes. 352 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $28.00. **$11.95**

**8714972 A CONSUMER’S DICTIONARY OF FOOD ADDITIVES, REVISED 7TH EDITION**. By William Davis. The solution to unhealthy eating is a flexible diet plan that helps you lose weight and restores your health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. The author created a simple 14 day jump-start plan so you can begin losing weight right away. Easy to follow recipes like Banana Egg health. **Price cut to $9.45**
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677966 THE HEALING POWERS OF TEA: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Special Remedy. By Cal Grey. Discover the benefits of tea for your body and learn this fascinating guide to the rich history of this beloved beverage, as well as the ever-expanding list of health and weight loss benefits found within its leaves. Includes healthy recipes, home remedies, and weight-loss tips. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

657971 THE MAYO CLINIC DIET. This diet program helps you make simple, healthy, pleasurable changes that will result in a weight you can maintain for the rest of your life. Using clinically tested techniques, it puts you in charge of reshaping your lifestyle by adopting new habits and breaking unhealthy old ones. Illus. in color. 270 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

4642805 THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION: Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your Inner Ecology, and Lose the Weight for Good! By Gerard E. Mullin. A leading authority on digestive health and the gut microbiome shares a proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle fat-forming gut bacteria, reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones, and fertilize those healthy flora with just the right foods. 409 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99. $17.99

6843889 THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION. By Gerard E. Mullin. Mullin shares the first proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle the fat-forming, disease-promoting gut bacteria; reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones; and fertilize those friendly flora with the right foods to reboot, rebalance, and retain your health–and lose weight for good. 409 pages. $16.99

6775438 THE ALKALINE DIET FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By Christopher Vasey. Discover how a simple change in diet to increase your body’s alkalinity can help you to improve all-round health, and nourish the body with delicious recipes. Includes lectin-free recipes. 400 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. $19.95

6839908 THE SWEET POTATO DIET: The Super Carb-Cycling Program to Lose Up to 12 Pounds in 2 Weeks. By Michael Morelli. A yoga teacher and health coach takes you back to basics, and shows you how to make simple but positive dietary choices to increase your intake of the “Flexi-Five”–five healthy foods that are most important for keeping your brain and body balanced and healthy. 233 pages. Hudson House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

67766X THE PLANT PARADOX: The Hidden Dangers in Healthy Foods That Cause Disease and Weight Gain. By Steven R. Gundry with O.B. Buehlt. Illuminates the hidden dangers that lie within your nursery and shows you how to eat your way to a whole new way of life. This plant-exclusion diet changes your digestive system and reduces the risk of developing a host of diseases. 233 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


677863X THE LIVER HEALING DIET. By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaranehi. With a complete program to rejuvenate your liver through optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, beat fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious recipes. 184 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

59565X THE MAYO CLINIC DIABETES DIET. Ed. by Donald Hersnut et al. Packed with meal plans, practical solutions, and specific tips on how to improve health and lose weight safely, this guide will ensure that you enjoy life while remaining healthy. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $11.95

27693X THE LIVER HEALING DIET. By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaranehi. With a complete program to rejuvenate your liver through optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, beat fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious recipes. 184 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

585895 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO ADRENAL FATIGUE. By Maggie Luther. Offers a natural lifestyle plan to identify symptoms, calm adrenal glands, and restore energy levels. Features more than 130 homeopathic remedies to help reverse adrenal fatigue, including Almond Joy Smoothie, Pork Chops with Balsamic Glaze; and Chipotle-Lime Mashed Sweet Potatoes. 176 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95


599043 HEAL YOUR WHOLE BODY: The 12-Day Power Plan to Flush Toxins, Balance Hormones & Restore Your Body’s Most Essential Organ. By Frances Munchion. The health of your liver determines just how healthy you are and how good you feel. Here you’ll find a simple, 12-day plan to nourish and support your liver for maximum energy, clear thinking, better digestion, and weight loss. Includes more than 50 quick and delicious recipes. Illus. 339 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $31.95. $7.95

662880X THE EVERYTHING LOW-FODMAP DIET COOKBOOK. By Colleen Fanciulli. With the 300+ recipes included, and an extensive meal plan, you’ll be able to identify your sensitivities, eliminate problem foods, and control IBS symptoms. Recipes include Mixed Berry Cobbler, Quinoa, Corn and Zucchini Fritters; Roasted Parsnips with Rosemary, Citrus, and many more photos. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95

578866 THE MIRACLE KIDNEY CLEANSE: An All-Natural, At-Home Flush to Purify Your Body. By Lauren Fall. Fall provides new information on proper hydration and deacidification, vast improvements in health. Provides the latest diet to restore your acid-alkaline balance can result in increased energy, clearer thinking, fewer cravings, reduced tummy pain, and low-back pain; and more. 233 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

675196 THE DIET PRESCRIPTION. By Victoria Boutenko. Provides a comprehensive guide to the healing capabilities of green smoothies. Easy to use and packed with information, it features over 150 delicious recipes and an A-to-Z list of the most effective nutrients in battling every condition. 194 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $11.95

6560007 THE GREEN SMOOTHIE PRESCRIPTION. By Victoria Boutenko. Provides a comprehensive guide to the healing capabilities of green smoothies. Easy to use and packed with information, it features over 150 delicious recipes and an A-to-Z list of the most effective nutrients in battling every condition. 194 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $9.45

6785391 THE ALZHEIMER’S PREVENTION FOOD GUIDE. By S.S. Linja & S. Salit-Salit. Tackle this devastating disease from the inside out, helping you to make healthy eating choices that will help you live longer, healthier, and happier. Includes 200+ healthy recipes, tips for eating a healthy diet, and a menu plan. 176 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95
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**6847900 GENIUS FOODS.** By Max Lugavere with P. Greer. This powerful new guide offers a cutting-edge yet practical road map to eliminating brain disease and optimizing the brain’s health and performance today and decades into the future. Lugavere shares invaluable insights into how to improve your brain power including the nutrients that can boost your memory and improve mental clarity and where to find them. 388 pages. HarperWave. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**6794342 KETO: The Complete Guide to Success on the Keto Diet, Including Simplified Science and No-Cook Meal Plans.** By Maria & Michael Nally et al. In this comprehensive guide you’ll learn why you gain weight and have difficulty losing it; the dubious history of how a low sugar habit is created; and more than 60 delicious low fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 328 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6768237 NUTRITIONAL HEALING WITH CHINESE MEDICINE.** By Ellen Goldsmith with M. Klein. Apply the ancient wisdom and traditions of Chinese medicine in the kitchen. Whether you are looking to boost vitality or to feel more balanced, this easy-to-navigate guide offers a comprehensive review of the basic principles of Chinese dietary theory and how to apply them to daily life. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


**6553192 NOURISHING FATS: Why We Need Animal Fats for Health and Happiness.** By Sally Fallon Morell. Drawing on extensive research, Morell offers the science behind why animal fats are vital for fighting infertility and inflammation, plus how they can help prevent chronic diseases. She features easy solutions in the form of some delicious recipes, for adding these essential fats back into your diet. 272 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**6508861 THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER.** By N. Winters & J.H. Kelley. Offers a comprehensive, nutrition-focused protocol to managing cancer. Cancer survivor, Dr. Natasha Wingard, symbolically takes us on a journey of understanding the cancer terrain—including the microbiome, the immune system, and blood sugar balance—as it relates to the cancer process, and prescribes The Optimal Terrain Ten Protocol approach, to slow cancer’s spread. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**6728901 THE COMPLETE LEAKY GUT HEALTH & DIET GUIDE.** By Makoto Trotter with D. Cook. Discover the safe and effective treatment strategies that will help settle inflammation and heal the lining of your gut. Includes meal plans, information, and advice, you’ll find 150 easy to prepare recipes that will enable you to incorporate the diet plan into your daily life.352 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


**6689114 THE KETO CURE: A Low-Carb, High-Fat Dietary Solution to Heal Your Body & Optimize Your Health.** By Adam S. Nally et al. In this groundbreaking book you’ll find all the information needed to cut weight and have difficulty losing it; the dubious history of how a low fat diet became the standard for health; tips for customizing your keto approach to your individual needs, and more than 60 delicious low carb, high fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 328 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6806333 TURBO METABOLISM: 8 Weeks to a New You.** By Panjak Vrij. A concise guide that distills a mass of medical research into a single effective program for vibrant health. The author provides practical advice, case studies of ordinary people, and brief sections that debunk common medical myths. 288 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6864686 THAT SUGAR BOOK.** By Damon Gameau. Expanding on filmmaker and actor Damon Gameau’s journey in the film That Sugar Film, this volume features in-depth interviews with health experts and offers sensible tips for kicking the sugar habit. He includes a detox plan and over 30 recipes to show what foods to avoid, how to shop, and how to read food labels. Well illus. 240 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**6592201 FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER: What to Eat to Reduce Your Risk.** By R. Beliveau & D. Gings. Two-thirds of all cancers can be avoided through simple changes in lifestyle, including diet and habits. Nature supplies us with an abundance of foods rich in molecules with very powerful anticancer properties. Discover which everyday foods are scientifically proven to be the best path to achieving optimal health and wellness. Well illus. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**6781160 MEAT IS FOR PUSSIES: A How-To Guide for Dudes Who Want to Get Fit, Kick Ass, and Take Names.** By John Joseph. The punk rock icon offers a hands-on guide to plant-based living for every guy who thinks burgers and chicken are what make us men. He makes a solid, evidence-based case that a plant-based diet is the best path to athleticism, strength, sexual stamina, and health. Well illus. 264 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**5972639 THE ALZHEIMER'S ANTIDOTE: Using a Low-Carb, High-Fat Diet to Fight Alzheimer’s Disease, Memory Loss, and Cognitive Decline.** By Amy Berger. Certified Nutrition Specialist Amy Berger presents a revolutionary approach to combating Alzheimer’s disease through nutrition and lifestyle interventions. It presents the latest scientific findings to empower loved ones and caregivers of Alzheimer’s sufferers, and offers hope and light against a labyrinth of darkness. 326 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**6673295 THE KETOCgenic BIBLE: The Authoritative Guide to Ketosis.** By J. Wilson & R. Lowery. Here is your one-stop shop to everything you want to know about the ketogenic lifestyle: its history, the science behind it, its therapeutic benefits, and how you can make it part of your life. Bursting with practical tips for following keto, along with more than 75 easy and delicious recipes. Color photos. 384 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**6718900 NOURISH YOUR BRAIN COOKBOOK: Discover How to Keep Your Brain Healthy with 60 Delicious Recipes.** By Rika K. Kcek. Our food choices can affect our mental capacity and even our emotions. Discover what foods will increase energy levels, improve your mood, help you focus, and sharpen your memory. Filled with tips on how to shop, how to read food labels. Well illus. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6558767 THE HEALTHY GUT HANDBOOK.** By Damon Gameau. A practical guide to giving your gut health, losing weight, and choosing foods that make you feel good and look great. It includes a 28 day plan to kick start a healthy gut, and helpful tips on how to maintain this way of eating for life. Includes over 80 tasty and simple recipes. Color photos. 310 pages. Seven Dials. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**6841988 DEADLY HARVEST: The Intimate Relationship Between Our Health and Our Food.** By Geoff Bond. This groundbreaking book examines how crop residues, food residues, and bugs that are common with the foods of our ancestors, and why this is important to our health. Also offers a proven program to enhance health, combat illness, and improve longevity. 325 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/636
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★ 6753792 PALEO IN A NUTSHELL: Living and Eating the Way Nature Intended. By Geoff Bond. Written in simple to understand language, this guide is designed to help you find a healthier and more natural way of living. Bond provides eye-opening information and a guide to restoring your health by eating the foods for which our bodies are designed to consume. 168 pages. Squak Hill One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5693473 UNDOCTORED: Why Health Care Has Failed You and How You Can Become Smarter Than Your Doctor. By William Davis. This new movement in health advocates unique, individualized health advice tailored to help individuals discover the health hidden within them. Includes a step by step guide to eliminating prescription medications, tips on how to distinguish good medical advice from bad, and how to know when you've been sold on a product.

42 recipes to guide you through a two-month program. Rodale. Pub. at $27.99

5578427 HOW TO FIGHT FATFLAMMATION! By Lori Shemek. Through this revolutionary three-week program, designed and perfected by a leading researcher in fat cells, you'll master the tools to reboot your natural body chemistry and in the process boost your metabolism, build the body you've always wanted, blast cellulite, and burn through unwanted fat—including around your belly. 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95

994709X 2 DAY DIABETES DIET. By Erin Palinski-Wade et al. Based on groundbreaking science, this program makes it easy to prevent, treat, or even reverse type 2 diabetes with no forbidden foods and no carb-counting. Just restrict what you eat for two days a week and on those days follow the “Power Burn” program. Features more than 130 meal options and tension taming exercises to help you ward off cravings. Well illus. in color. 313 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $31.94

597439X 2 DAY DIABETES DIET: Diet Just 2 Days a Week and Dodge Type 2 Diabetes. By Erin Palinski-Wade et al. Based on groundbreaking science, this program makes it easy to prevent, treat, or even reverse type 2 diabetes with no forbidden foods and no carb-counting. Just restrict what you eat for two days a week and on those days follow the “Power Burn” program to melt belly fat and lower blood sugar. Illus. in color. 314 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $27.99

187439X

Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

1895008 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO GOAL-SETTING: How to Get What You Want. By Dr. Brian Tracy. With an easy to follow step by step procedure, you will create a plan of action, set goals, and achieve success. Includes over 40 recipes. 292 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

5679986 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE: 7 Steps to Feel Fabulous, Look Vibrant, & Think Clearly. By Denny & Susan Worman. Using a clear and adaptable 7 Step Lifestyle Plan based on nature’s rhythms, everyday wisdom, and common sense, this invaluable resource addresses topics such as gluten sensitivity, the spiritual aspects of health, as well as a brief history of food. 402 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

5718163 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO GUT HEALTH. By Lindsay Boyers. Now you can take control of how your digestive system works. This new program of simple steps to restore healthy gut flora, which can reduce or eliminate symptoms of a wide range of diseases, including diabetes, arthritis, and chronic fatigue syndrome. Also includes 150 nutritious recipes to promote healthy gut flora. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $8.95

567803X THE METABOLISM PLAN. By Lyn-Genet Recitas. By following Recitas’s simple 30-day plan, customized to boost your metabolism and burn more fat, you will pinpoint which foods and exercises work best for your body and which are sabotaging your efforts to lose weight. Includes over 40 recipes. 292 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

5659986 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO AMP UP YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM. By Jeffrey McCombs. Learn easy adjustments to improve your immune and, restoring wellness. Features meal plans, 150 recipes, and a variety of detoxifying juices. Heal your body naturally with this guide. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

5679337 THE COMPLETE MACRONUTRIENT DIET. By William Davis. This guide is your definitive reference to ultimate liver health. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

5896377 THE ADDICTOCARB DIET. By Bruce Rosenman. New brain imaging techniques prove that sugar intake stems from a primal need for certain foods. Rosenman presents readers with a comprehensive diet that addresses addictive eating habits. Ditch the Addictocarbs while eating many healthy, flavorful foods. Includes recipes, sample meal plans, and FAQs. 240 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $22.95

★ 6728855 THE 8 WEEK HEALTHY SKIN DIET: Includes More Than 100 Recipes for Beautiful Skin. By Karen Fischer. Whether your skin condition may be, you can improve it. Boost your skin’s nutrition and have fantastic-looking skin in just eight weeks. This unique eating and lifestyle plan is broken down into easy to follow steps, designed to supply your body with the specific building materials it needs to make gorgeous skin. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 5969848 DIETARY GUIDELINES FOR AMERICANS 2015-2020, EIGHTH EDITION. This guide uses the government’s move up to date research on diet and health in order to help all children and their families adopt a healthy, nutritionally adequate eating pattern. These guidelines are a necessary reference for anyone implementing a health diet, or any sort. Illus. 320 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


5660377 NATALIE JILL’S 7-DAY JUMP START. Unprocess your diet and revolutionize your life with Jill’s easy-to-follow plan. Whether or not you have tried to “eat healthy” without seeing results, her solutions will last a lifetime. Includes delicious recipes for all meals of the day, seven minute exercises for a toned body, and more. Color photos. 301 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.99

5693518 THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK. By JJ Virgin. 16 pages of color photos. 400 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

5698153 NO GRAIN, NO PAIN. By Peter Osborne with O.B. Bueh, 352 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $27.99 $9.99
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657631 3 THE HUNGER TYPE DIET. By Lowni Turner. 336 pages. Nourish. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95


Exercise & Fitness

57232X YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Body of Weighty Exercises. By Mark Lausen with J. Clark. Using Lauren's motivational techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice, you'll see rapid results by working out just 30 minutes a day, four times a week, using nothing more than the resistance of your body. Lauren's exercises build more muscle than weightlifting, burn fat more than aerobics, and are safer than both. Well illus. 171 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

6544272 BODYWEIGHT WORKOUTS FOR MEN: 75 Anytime, Anywhere Exercises to Build a Better Body. By Sean Barratt. Work all your major muscle groups and blast off extra pounds with exercises that require only the weight of your body—no bulky machines, no special equipment, no expensive gym memberships. Includes 75 strengthening and toning exercises in 36 hardcore routines. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 19.95

5635483 MEN'S HEALTH YOUR BODY IS YOUR BARBELL. By BJ Gaddour. This guide shows you how to master eight critical fitness moves (the Bodyweight 8) and use them to achieve the strength, power, endurance, and mobility of an elite athlete. Includes the Bodyweight Burners, a 5-month program to achieve single-digit body-fat percentage and 8-pack abs. Color photos. 271 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. 6.65

5994251 CHAIR YOGA: Sit, Stretch, and Strengthen Your Way to a Happier, Healthier You. By Kristin McGee. Chair yoga is exactly what it sounds like: exercises you can do sitting down. McGee takes you through 100 yoga poses that you can do in all three levels and will help you stay active, alert, and healthy. Well illus. 271 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

682167 MUSCLE & FITNESS PRESENTS TOTAL ABS. Get the abs you've always wanted with programs and advice from trusted experts in the world of fitness. Offers up multiple programs for incredible results, debunking common myths, and delivering unique, effective exercises along the way. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Triumph. 9x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

6771572 EVEN THE STIFFEST PEOPLE CAN DO THE SPLITs. By Eiko. Whether you spend your days running marathons or slouching over a keyboard, you can benefit from stretching and the increased flexibility that comes along with it. With only 5 minutes of stretching a day, you will experience a host of health benefits, including reduced pain, better posture, and improved joint injuries, improved balance, and more. Well illus. in color. 154 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $18.99. 13.95

199353 THE BURST! WORKOUT: The Power of 10-Minute Interval Training. By Sean Foy. Spending just 10 targeted minutes a day you will reach the benefits of a full-fledged regular exercise regime with improved fitness markers across the board—weight, blood pressure, energy, flexibility, and much more. Features three four-week programs with over 90 exercises, all illustrated with step by step photographs. 245 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

27229X STRETCHING: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets! By M. Roberts & S. Kaiser. Stretching is relaxing and revitalizing and helps increase your flexibility and range of motion. Loaded with step by step instructions, this helpful guide teaches you the basics of do it yourself, fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

6852818 THE MELT METHOD. By Sue Hitzmann. MELT is a breakthrough self-treatment system that helps to eliminate chronic pain, ease the signs of aging, and feel fantastic in just 10 minutes a day. Also addresses sleep difficulties, weight gain, midday fatigue and more. Illus. 307 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $4.95

4574362 BOOK OF BODY MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The American Physical Therapy Association. By Myatt Murphy. The only reference book of stretches and exercises to increase and maintain muscle strength and flexibility, decrease muscle and joint pain, and increase endurance. Also explores the mechanical reasons why every moving part of the body requires constant repair and maintenance. ISBN: 007-1. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95

6243304 MEN'S HEALTH ULTIMATE DUMBBELL GUIDE: More Than 21,000 Moves Designed to Build Muscle, Increase Strength, and Burn Fat. By Lauren and J. Clark. Provides a comprehensive list of dumbbell moves that can be combined to produce maximum results. Includes instructions for creating your own personalized combination of moves, as tips on buying dumbbells that suit your needs, Illus. 275 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95

677959X 101 GET-LEAN WORKOUTS AND STRATEGIES. By the eds. of Muscle & Fitness. The editors of Muscle & Fitness magazine offer you knowledge and comprehensive programs you can use to shred fat and strengthen your body. Learn how to get healthy in a safe way, using high-intensity resistance training and cardio combined with a clean diet. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

6762603 4-MINUTE FIT: The Metabolism Accelerator for the Time Crunched, Deskbound, and Stressed-Out. By Siphiwe Baleka with L.J. Wertheim. You need just a few minutes a day and Baleka will show you how to get lean. Includes 136 exercises, 140 illustrations, over 350 tips, nutrition advice, and much more. ISBN: 007-5. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $17.95

6823483 SLOW JOGGING: Lose Weight, Stay Healthy, Have Fun with Science-Based, Natural Running. By Hiroaki Tanaka with M. Jackowska. With easy to follow steps and colorful charts and photos, this thorough guide teaches runners to enjoy injury-free activity by: landing on midfoot, relocating your knees and hips, incorporating his flexible, powerful plan into your life with this 13-week metabolism-spiking program. There are no more excuses about time, equipment, food plans, or money. Photos. 224 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

6708773 FOUNDATION: Redefine Your Core, Conquer Back Pain, and Move with Confidence. By Eric Goodman et al. For runners, cyclists, and people who sit all day, this book is a must have. By strengthening the full posterior chain and correcting poor movement patterns, you will maximize power, flexibility, and endurance and say goodbye to back pain. The exercises demonstrated here can help you radically redefine your core. Illus. in color. 274 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.99. $8.95

6830412 101 MUSCLE-SHAPING WORKOUTS & STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN: Muscle & Fitness Hers. Fully illustrated with step by step instructions, plus tips from trainers for improving your form and increasing the challenges of the exercises. Shows you how to use different combinations of stretches and exercises to help you relieve your stiffness, improve your mobility, and reduce joint discomfort and pain. Part one teaches you the fundamentals; part two profiles each stretch with detailed instructions; and part three offers complete flexibility-training routines. Well illus. in color. 210 pages. Althea. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
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3585549 THE MEN’S HEALTH LITTLE BOOK OF EXERCISES. By Adam Campbell. A portable handbook that compiles the most effective muscle-building, fat-burning exercises ever created into one compact, take-anywhere package. Includes step by step instructions, challenging new workouts, and hard-core tips for packing on muscle and sculpting a beach-ready body. Color photos. 236 pages. Rodale. 6/47. Paperback. $17.95

3568016 THE MEN’S HEALTH BIG BOOK OF EXERCISES: Four Weeks to a Leaner, Stronger, More Muscular You! By Adam Campbell. If you’re ready to start losing weight, this muscle manual bulges with useful tips, the latest findings in exercise science, and cutting edge workouts from the world’s top trainers. Includes 619 exercises and hundreds of workouts, all shown in step by step color photographs. SHOPWORN. 472 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $21.99

8768022 PAIN-FREE POSTURE HANDBOOK: 40 Dynamic Easy Exercises to Look and Feel Your Best. By L. Pavlack & N. Alstedter. Featuring everyday exercises for the home, office, and on the go, this guide offers expert advice; easy to follow illustrations; posture-building techniques; and breathing exercises that keep you moving profitably throughout the day. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

6796206 YOGA: Relaxation, Postures & Daily Routines. By C. Yabsley & D. Smith. Includes step by step instructions for all key poses, from standing, floor-based and twists, to back bending, balances and inversions. It is an all around mind-body workout that will leave you energized, relaxed, toned and just generally feeling great. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Flame tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.99

3495904 THE ANATOMY OF STRETCHING, SECOND EDITION. By Body Director. Talks at stretching from every angle, including: physiology and flexibility; the benefits of stretching; the different types of stretching; rules for safe stretching; and how to stretch properly. Arranged by body area, all the primary and secondary muscles, worked in the exercises are illustrated. 192 pages. North Atlantic. 7x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6359194 LIFT: Fitness Culture, from Naked Greeks and Acrobats to Jazzercise and Ninja Warriors. By Daniel Kunitz. How did treadmills and television make us become the gold standard of fitness? What is the appeal of the stripped-down, functional approach to fitness that’s currently on the rise? Kunitz sets out, in this captivating narrative, on a journey through history to answer these questions and more. Photos. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99

3412393 FELON FITNESS: How to Get a Hard Body Without Doing Hard Time. By T. Teufel & W.S. Kroger. Jacked inmates and certified trainer Teufel and correctional officer Kroger have locked down an exercise regimen that’s guaranteed to show real results. So if you’re fresh meat looking to tone up, you will be yard-ready in less than a three-month stint. Well illus. 214 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

2370084 RICHARD SIMMONS—STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART. The most enduring positive force in physical fitness, Richard Simmons opens his heart to reveal his four steps to lifelong fitness: HEART. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

5935040 EVERY WOMAN’S GUIDE TO FOOT PAIN RELIEF: The New Science of Healthy Feet. By Katy Bowman. No matter what the cause of your foot pain, this guide has the answer on how to make your feet feel better. Bowman offers an innovative set of exercises to help those suffering from bunions; hammer toes, plantar fasciitis, flat feet and low arches; irritable heel pain; plantar fascia pain; and other common ailments. Illus. 180 pages.

DVD 589395X YOU: Staying Young Workout. By Michael F. Rolizen et al. Celebrity trainer Joel Harper will help you turn your body into a gym with a workout designed to engage your mind, equipment free and expertly free-of-exercise workouts, and Kung Fu World Champion Karl Romain boosts your vitality with a Chi-gong program that unites the mind, body and breath. 60 minutes. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

6731554 ANATOMY OF MUSCLE BUILDING: A Trainer’s Guide to Increasing Muscle Mass. By Craig Ranney. A respected trainer guides you through some of the best exercises for building and toning key muscle groups. Each exercise is presented with clear step by step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations that allow you to see just which muscles you are exercising. 160 pages. Firefly. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6637248 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ranney. Broadway Broadway dancer Craig Ranney guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets all of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include easy-to-follow exercises for mothers, partners, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

5796075 MINDFULNESS IN MOTION: A Happier, Healthier Life Through Body-Centred Meditation. By Tamara Russell. Presents the Bodhi in Mind Training program: a truly groundbreaking approach to finding vitality with a Chi-Gong program that unites the mind, body and breath. 60 minutes. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

5562517 ULTIMATE Warrior Cardio: The Revolutionary Metabolic Training System for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting Fit. By Martin Rooney. Offers a fitness and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. Well illus. in color. 401 pages. Morrow. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

429310X WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 1. By Stewart Smith. Designed to get you back in shape in the shortest possible time with over 100 workouts from calisthenics to cardio, and will help you to achieve peak fitness while keeping it fresh and engaging the whole time. 180 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

6672964 WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 2. By Stewart Smith. Features over 100 workouts specifically designed to simulate the year-long periodized training of Navy SEALs and special forces elite. Combines a wide range of exercise information with tailored progression plans from a leading fitness expert and former Navy SEAL. 232 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

4615360 HIGH PERFORMANCE VISION. By Donald S. Teig. In addition their physical skills, most athletes also possess another advantage: good vision. Sports-vision specialist Teig shares his approach to planning for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting Fit. By Martin Rooney. Offers a fitness and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. Well illus. in color. 401 pages. Morrow. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

6637248 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ranney. Broadway Broadway dancer Craig Ranney guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets all of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include easy-to-follow exercises for mothers, partners, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

149500 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ranney. Broadway Broadway dancer Craig Ranney guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets all of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include easy-to-follow exercises for mothers, partners, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

429310X WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 1. By Stewart Smith. Designed to get you back in shape in the shortest possible time with over 100 workouts from calisthenics to cardio, and will help you to achieve peak fitness while keeping it fresh and engaging the whole time. 180 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

4615360 HIGH PERFORMANCE VISION. By Donald S. Teig. In addition their physical skills, most athletes also possess another advantage: good vision. Sports-vision specialist Teig shares his approach to planning for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting Fit. By Martin Rooney. Offers a fitness and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. Well illus. in color. 401 pages. Morrow. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

6637248 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ranney. Broadway Broadway dancer Craig Ranney guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets all of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include easy-to-follow exercises for mothers, partners, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

5796075 MINDFULNESS IN MOTION: A Happier, Healthier Life Through Body-Centred Meditation. By Tamara Russell. Presents the Bodhi in Mind Training program: a truly groundbreaking approach to finding vitality with a Chi-Gong program that unites the mind, body and breath. 60 minutes. S&S. Pub. at $19.99
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5910188 THE FINISHING TOUCH: Cosmetics Through the Ages. By Julian Walker. A fascinating new volume that explores some of the materials and methods that women and men have used in the past to enhance or hold onto their looks. A story of ingenuity and imagination, but also of self-delusion, trickery and exploitation. Illus. 176 pages. British Library. Import. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $9.35

5975115 MOUSTACHES, WHISKERS & BEARDS. By Lucinda Haskwely. From historic times to the present day, Haskwely takes you on a journey through hair from the ages. Along the way, she explores the proliferation of whiskery among Regency beaux, the rise of the beard during the Crimean War, its decline during WWII, and facial hair’s fashionable reemergence in the 21st century. Well illus. in colo. 143 pages. National Portrait Gallery. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.50

Health & Medical References

4307801 THE PILL BOOK, REVISED 15TH EDITION. Ed. by Harold M. Silverman. Provides fullest, most up-to-date, information on more than 1,800 of the most commonly prescribed drugs in the United States, with guidelines from leading pharmacists. This edition includes more than 20 important new drugs and dozens of new brand names. Illus. 382 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4573153 DAVIS’S POCKET GUIDE TO HERBS AND SUPPLEMENTS. By Catherine Ulbricht. Rely on this handy, portable resource to provide the information you need about the risks, benefits, how to use, and side effects of herbs, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 600 entries organized alphabetically by most common name, with adverse drug reactions and life-threatening side effects highlighted, 261 pages. F.A. Davis. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $16.99


5986575 A PATIENT’S GUIDE TO UNNECESSARY KNEE SURGERY: How to Avoid the Pitfalls of Hasty Medical Advice. By Ronald P. Greismar. Public perception of knee care is at valum’s lowest ebb. Many patients put their health in the hands of practitioners who are incompletely educated about knee issues and/or shamelessly unscrupulous. After reading this guide, you should be better able to recognize bad advice when you get it, and be better able to take care of your knee—both before and after it starts to hurt. Illus. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.50

5833071 STAYING ALIVE. By Matthew Hahn. The ultimate medical survival guide for the twenty-first-century patient. Drawing on his decades of experience, Hahn teaches you to recognize medical emergencies in time. He then follows up with advice on taking advantage of available preventive care and changing your lifestyle to avoid these emergencies in the future. Photos. 269 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.50

6861601 DON’T EAT THIS IF YOU’re TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine, By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. Takes the mystery out of food and medication interactions. This easy to use guide details foods that can interfere with the action of the medication you are taking for short or long term. Dr. Fernstrom explains exactly what foods to avoid when and why. 213 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.45

5770343 DON’T EAT THIS IF YOU’re TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. The ultimate guide to food and medication interaction. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $16.99
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5894921 IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME & DIVERTICULOSIS: A Self-Help Plan. By Shirley Trickett. Offers an alternative plan for treating IBS that puts you in charge! The plan focuses on cleaning and healing the digestive system with natural methods and not just patching over symptoms with drugs. Includes sections on nutrition, supplements; therapeutic massage; relaxation techniques, and more. 228 pages. Conran Press. Paperback. Pp. at $14.95 $6.95

6825214 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS. By Aimee McNew. Discover the causes and symptoms of this autoimmune condition, as well as the link between gut and thyroid health, and learn what foods can help improve your condition. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for transitioning to the Paleo lifestyle. 287 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pp. at $18.99 $5.95

6358556 THE MERCK MANUAL GO-TO HOME GUIDE FOR SYMPTOMS. Ed. by R.S. Porter & J.L. Kaplan. From the publishers of the world’s bestselling health reference guide, this resource provides a detailed look at common symptoms, from abdominal pain to headache, itching, nausea, wheezing, and more. 509 pages. Merck. Paperback. Pp. at $17.95 $12.95

6884244 GOODBYE PARKINSON’S, HELLO LIFE! By Alex Kerten with D. Brinn. Reveals a breakthrough technique that combines dance therapy, behavior modification, and martial arts to prove that there is life beyond your doctor’s diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. Includes 20 easy to follow exercises that could eliminate many of your symptoms. 205 pages. Diversion Arts. Paperback. Pp. at $18.95 $4.95

6753472 THE FIBROMYALGIA HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By H.H. McIlwain & D.F. Bruce. A proven 7-step Treatment Program that includes the latest in medications that may lessen the symptoms of fibromyalgia. Includes specific exercises to reduce deep muscle pain, to increase strength and energy, and to alleviate stress and anxiety. A comprehensive guide to the management of complementary therapies. 308 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pp. at $21.95 $4.95

6722849 THE THYROID CURE: The Functional Mind-Body Approach to Reversing Your Autoimmune Condition. By Michelle Corey. Discover how to take control of your diet and lifestyle to lower blood, break energy boundaries, balance mood swings, eliminate achy joints, and do away with brain fog. This guide shows you how to assess your autoimmune health and understand the underlying cause of your condition; naturally detox your body; and more. 496 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pp. at $26.99 $7.95

5780385 LIVING WELL WITH HEART FAILURE, THE MISNAMED, MISUNDERSTOOD CONDITION. By E.K. Kasper & M. Knudson. Gives an honest account of this misunderstood disease; explains the complex science of heart failure; and looks critically at the care available. With this comprehensive guide those diagnosed with this condition can expect to live healthily. 274 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pp. at $15.95 $11.95

6004048 THE FIBROX FIX: Get to the Root of Your Fibromyalgia and Start Reversing Your Chronic Pain in 21 Days. By Dave Biondi. A comprehensive 21-day program which will help you determine if in fact you’re suffering from actual fibromyalgia or from one of a myriad of other conditions often diagnosed as fibromyalgia. The plan offers lifestyle changes which include detoxification, changes, and movement. Solutions include both medical and natural approaches, based on your specific root cause. Photos. 278 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pp. at $16.99 $5.95

6801330 AFTER CANCER CARE: The Definitive Second Guide to Getting and Staying Well for Patients After Cancer. By Gerald M. Lemole et al. In this comprehensive, research-backed guide the authors offer a wealth of information about hot you can take an active role in fighting the disease. 291 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pp. at $30.00 $5.95

6789501 THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent Get Out Of Cancer. By Chemotherapy and radiation have their place in cancer treatment, but in many cases, they simply aren’t enough. This guide will equip you with impactful, achievable lifestyle choices that fight the root of disease and that offer hope for recovery and a cancer-free life. 328 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pp. at $25.99 $7.95


6748886 THE MICROBIOME SOLUTION: A Radical New Way to Heal Your Body from the Inside Out. By Robynne Chutkan. In this comprehensive guide to the microbiome, Dr. Chutkan explains how the standard Western diet and our super-sanitized lifestyle-styles are starving our microbiome and causing digestive problems and more, and how you can do at home or in therapy to get the sleep you need. Filled with self-assessments, and techniques used to help thousands of patients. 308 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pp. at $25.95 $5.95

6106069 TOTAL HEALTH TURNAROUND. By Martin Brink. Breaks down the barriers between your symptoms and the root cause, using the latest scientific research. Pingle shows how today’s most common health concerns can be linked to stress and its impact on the health of your heart, brain, and immune system and gives you a 3-step plan to reverse your adrenal fatigue naturally. 372 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pp. at $31.95 $4.95

★ 6717020 THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. The author shows that Alzheimer’s disease and cognitive decline aren’t only prevented but, in many cases, reversed. He reveals that it is not one condition, but several, all dramatically influenced by imbalances in 36 metabolic factors that can be targeted and altered. 308 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pp. at $27.00 $19.95
**684118X CANCER: A Second Opinion. By Josef Issels. Guided by his desire to cure the patient, Dr. Issels made use of every tool in his toolbox to reduce tumors, to strengthen the body by the food response, and to heal tissues. Here the father of Integrative Medicine describes the treatment that produced the most remarkable and verified cure rate in medical history. 216 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**

**6824013 DR. NEAL BARNARD’S PROGRAM FOR REVERSING DIABETES, REVISED EDITION. Tackle diabetes and its complications for good with this newly updated edition of Dr. Barnard’s groundbreaking program. Dr. Barnard has shown that it is often possible to improve insulin sensitivity and tackle type 2 diabetes by following his step by step plan which includes recipes, an exercise guide and more. 210 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**

**6615409 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT THYROID DISORDERS & WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM. By Pamela Waritan Smith. Discusses the most common thyroid-related disorders and symptoms, beginning each discussion with an overview of the disorder that helps readers determine if they may be suffering from the problem. Explains causes and common symptoms, diagnostic tests, and both conventional and alternative treatment options. 217 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**

**1845802 NO MORE DIABETES: A Complete Guide to Preventing, Treating, and Overcoming Diabetes. By Gary Null. In an era where diabetes is on the rise, this guide teaches us that we have the power to control diabetes through nutrition and dietary regimens, exercise, mental composure, and healthy living habits. Through thorough research and clear instruction, he empowers readers to take control of their health without the use of drugs. 439 pages. Gary Null. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95**

**6824250 OVERCOMING CANCER: The 5 Most Powerful Tools for Fighting Cancer. By Gary Null. More powerful than chemotherapy or radiation, these five alternative treatments that most mainstream doctors will never discuss with their patients. Dr. Null shares his five most powerful tools for fighting cancer—toxins and foods to avoid and foods to eat for prevention. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95**

**6738432 HEALING ARTHRITIS: Your 3-Step Guide to Conquering Arthritis Naturally. By Susan Blum with M. Bender. Dr. Blume’s three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying cause of the condition and heal the body permanently by treating the root cause of the disease. Here the father of Integrative Medicine describes the treatment that produced the most remarkable and verified cure rate in medical history. 216 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**

**6559659 MIGRAINES: More than a Headache. By Elizabeth Leroux. This comprehensive, accessible guide to migraine management answers all the most pressing questions asked by sufferers and those concerned for their health. Includes information on the three recommended lines of treatment: lifestyle changes, crisis management, and preventative therapies. Written with clarity and color. 172 pages. Dundum. Paperback Import. $9.45**

**6854044 THE LYME SOLUTION: A 5-Part Plan to Fight the Inflammatory Auto-Immune Response and Beat Lyme Disease. By Darin Ingels. Ingels shares his revolutionary approach to treating and beating chronic lyme disease. Lyme. Drawing on his experience as a naturopathic physician, as well as his own experiences as a Lyme patient, he provides a path to wellness by fortifying the microbiome, enhancing the immune system, and strengthening the body’s ability to heal from chronic conditions. 372 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95**

**6604848 IN A DIFFERENT KEY: The Story of Autism. By J. Donvan & C. Zucker. This comprehensive volume tells the extraordinary story of this often misunderstood condition, and of the rights and duties wrangled by the families of those who have it. From an era when families were shamed and children were sent to institutions to one in which people with autism push for inclusion. The condition is explained in detail. 670 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95**

**6591981 REVERSE INFLAMMATION NATURALLY. By Michelle Honda. Learn how to work to achieve effective healing and the lasting results. You will find step-by-step, instructions that include the most effective dietary programs and herbal supplements proven to help control and reverse the body’s inflammation response, while protecting overall health. Illus., some life size. 385 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $78.00 $5.95**

**6868745 THE HEARING-LOSS GUIDE: Useful Information and Advice for Patients and Families. By John M. Burkey. Presents clear basic facts on hearing impairment and treatments, followed by candid personal recommendations from people who are coping successfully with hearing difficulties. 265 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95**

**6615155 PROSTATE & CANCER, 4TH EDITION REVISED. By Shelton Marks. Presents the most recent information on traditional surgical practices, “minimally invasive” techniques, benefits and risks of alternative treatments, and methods to determine the right treatment for you. Illus. 359 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95**


**6769111 KILLER DISEASES, MODERN-DAY EPIDEMICS: Keys to Stopping Heart Disease, Diabetes, Cancer, and Obesity in Their Tracks. By Swara & Alex Maldonado. Explores the evidence based connection between lifestyle choices and chronic disease, and provides practical advice into choices that will hold the disease at bay and effective uses of recommended preventative services for early detection and intervention. 238 pages. Basic Health. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95**

**5698865 VISION FOR LIFE, REVISED EDITION: 10 Steps to Natural Eyesight Improvement. By Meer Schneider. Shares ten essential principles of healthy vision which will help you create an eye health routine that is not only strengthening but also restorative, healing, and easy to incorporate into your life. Includes eye-charts for exercises. Illus. 230 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95**

**4617339 A FIELD GUIDE TO TYPE 2 DIABETES. By Marie McCaren. Navigate the difficult terrain of type 2 diabetes with this guide as your compass. In its updated fifth edition, this road map for what to do, and lists of the best provisions, plus tips on monitoring your blood glucose levels and handling them accordingly, 306 pages. American Diabetes Assoc. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95**

**5917719 BRAIN STORMS: My Fight Against Parkinson’s and the Race to Unlock the Secrets of One of the Brain’s Most Mysterious Diseases. By Jon Palfreman. Palfreman writes both as a journalist and as a patient to tell the story of Parkinson’s. The race is on to discover a means to stop this devastating disorder. In this compelling narrative, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. This is a long overdue, riveting, and deeply personal story of that race, and a passionate, insightful and urgent account of the lives of those affected. 273 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95**

**6828671 DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME AND MYALGIC ENCEPHALITIS. By Sarah Myhill. Dr. Myhill examines the real role our mitochondrial dysfunction plays in the production and maintenance of fatigue energy. This book is key to understanding and overcoming Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the inflammation that often accompanies it. Myalgic Encephalitis. Her approach offers thorough insights from OMS/ME diagnosis to recovery. 413 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95**

**6772732 DIAGNOSIS: Cancer—Your Guide to the First Months of Healthy Survivorship. By Wendy Schlissel Harpman. First published in 1992, this classic work by a physician survivor has been updated to reflect the latest information on diagnosis and treatment. Covers all the important topics physicians avoid discussing through the months of frightening, nourishing hope. 262 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95**
5901960 FIGHTING CANCER WITH VITAMINS AND ANTIOXIDANTS, REVISED 4TH EDITION. By Kedar N. & K. Che Phased. Provides a simple nutritional program to follow, the authors show how micronutrients, vitamins, and antioxidants can enhance the beneficial effects of conventional cancer treatments, decrease their toxic side effects, improve long-term prognosis, and reduce risk of new cancer. 280 pages. Healing. Pub. at $16.95

5652454 IN PURSUIT OF MEMORY: The Fight Against Alzheimer’s. By Joseph Jebeli. Neuroscientist Jebeli has written a very human history of a frightening disease. He explains why the author feels so hopeful about a cure, but also why our best defense in the meantime is to understand the disease. A moving, eye-opening guide to the disease and its impact on three of us who face it now. 302 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

$21.95

5787395 THE THYROID SOLUTION, THIRD EDITION. By Patrick Holford. Shows you how to tune up your gut and reduce risk of new cancer. 280 pages. Healing. Pub. at $19.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95

5691378 FATTY LIVER–YOU CAN REVERSE IT. By Patrick Holford. Shows you how to tune up your gut and reduce risk of new cancer. 280 pages. Healing. Pub. at $19.95

5654220 CURING HEPATITIS C. By Gregory T. Everson. Provides the latest information to guide you through the diagnosis and treatment of hepatitis C with an indispensable and comprehensive overview of everything you need to know to take the right steps toward a cure. 179 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $9.95

$4.95

5654331 UNDERSTANDING TYPE 2 DIABETES. By Merlin Thomas. Learn what type 2 diabetes is and how it comes about; what the right diet is and how to achieve it; how exercise can improve blood glucose, blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and more. 324 pages. Exisle. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95
6859445 THE URBAN MONK: Eastern Wisdom and Modern Hacks to Stop Time and Find Success, Happiness, and Peace. By Pedram Shojai. Offers a complete guide to living an open heart, sharp mind, and grounded sense of well-being, even in the most demanding circumstances. Shojai offers clear tools and exercises that can elevate your existence and give your body’s systems regular opportunities to rejuvenate. 272 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

6826628 JUST BREATHE: Mastering Breathwork. By Dan Brule. Gives you the tools to achieve benefits in a wide range of issues, including managing acute and chronic pain, helping with insomnia, weight loss, anxiety, and grief. Includes information on the latest scientific research, and much more. Brule shows you how to harness your conscious breathing to benefit your body, mind, and spirit. 208 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6793975 THE THOMPSON METHOD OF BODYWORK: Structural Alignment, Core Strength, and Emotional Release. By C. Thompson & T.T. Lewis. Developed by Kathy Thompson through her many years as a bodywork therapist, the Thompson Method incorporates Zen shiatsu, Roling, yoga, and Gestalt psychotherapy to help heal pain in the physical body through bodywork and by recognizing the emotional blockages that often underlie chronic pain, tension, and poor alignment. Offers 90 corrective alignment exercises. Illus. in color. 318 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.54

5949947 RELIEVING PAIN NATURALLY: Safe and Effective Alternative Approaches to Treating and Overcoming Chronic Pain. By S. Golftari & R.W. Waddell. Begins by examining 37 of the most common chronic pain-related conditions, from fibromyalgia and sciatica to arthritis and tendonitis. Each disorder is explained, along with alternative pain treatments. Discusses 27 drug-free therapies, including conventional treatments and alternative modalities. 280 pages. Square One Publishers. 8/9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6874525 WHEN: The Science of Perfect Timing. By Daniel H. Pink. We all know that timing is everything but we assume that timing is an art. Here, Pink makes clear that timing is really a science. He distills cutting edge research and data and weaves it all into a fascinating narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. 258 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5842743 END EVERYDAY PAIN FOR 50+. By Joseph Hehn. Provides a step-by-step approach or creating and maintaining a pain-free lifestyle, and lasting solutions for improving your body’s alignment through simple stretching and movement, no matter what part of your body is hurting. Includes a complete 10-minute a day program to correct previous damage, and develop healthier joints. Well illus. 130 pages, Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95


5735009 THE POWER OF RELAXATION. By Yogi Ashkonanda. The exercises in this guide form a complete program that will enable you to accept yourself, access your inner power and reach a state of peacefulness you can carry with you. Includes meditations, yoga postures and breathing exercises that can have profound and life-altering effects. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


5936659 ACUPRESSURE TAPING. By H-U. Hecker & K. Liebchen. The authors show how many bodily dysfunctions can be self-treated through this innovative method, presenting therapeutic as well as preventive techniques for addressing acute and chronic pain, from back pain and tennis elbow to menstrual pain and tension headaches. Illus. in color. 122 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95
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534706X LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS, SECOND EDITION: Curing Hypertension Naturally. By Roger Mason. Essential hypertension is the most prevalent medical condition on the face of the earth: over 65 million Americans have high blood pressure, with another 40 million described as "pre-hypertensive." This guide reveals how to fight hypertension without expensive and potentially dangerous drugs. 118 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

3516555 HOME REMEDIES FROM A COUNTRY DOCTOR. By Jay Heinrichs et al. Offers over 1,400 drug-free, country-tested remedies, for everything from a cough and dark circles under your eyes to bunions, bronchitis, eye strain, dry skin, dizziness, and depression. A complete program that will enable you to accept yourself, access your inner power and reach a state of peacefulness you can carry with you. Includes a complete 10-minute a day program to correct previous damage, and develop healthier joints. Well illus. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

1865758 CHIA SEED REMEDIES: Use These Ancient Seeds to Lose Weight, Balance Blood Sugar, Feel Energized, Slow Aging, Decrease Inflammation and More! By My Seeds Chia Test Kitchen. You’ll be amazed to learn all the ways chia seeds can improve your physical and mental health. Whether you’re just starting out or you’ve already incorporated chia seeds into your diet, with tips and recipes for baked goods, entrees, desserts, and more. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

584892X THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments. By Jodi L. Reinhart & Roger J. L. Mason. This revolutionary book explains the holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with anxiety, seizures, Alzheimer’s, nausea, and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

5988950 THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS. By Roberta Wilson. Comprises an A to Z list of common conditions and their essential oils remedies along with the basic principals of using essential oils; the history, effects, and correct application of the most powerful healing techniques for using plant essences and essential oils; and unique beauty-care treatments for rejuvenating skin, hair, and body. 340 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6732526 1,801 HOME REMEDIES. By M. Hoffman & E. Metcalf. You don’t have to run to the doctor for every bruise, backache, cut, or cold. Chances are, there’s a home remedy that works just as well and is right at hand. With the help of a board of medical advisors and modern research, the authors present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic healing to help you feel better. This is a book no home should be without. Reader’s Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

358576X THE SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK. By Mark Moyad with J. Lee. Whether you’re an alternative medicine convert or an interested supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a must-have reference in your home. Here, Dr. Moyad and his advisors present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic healing to help you feel better. This is a book no home should be without. Reader’s Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

635971X STOPPING INFLAMMATION. By Nancy Appleton with G.N. Jacobs. Begins with an explanation of inflammation and then looks at its many causes, before offering natural, drug-free remedies for inflammation. A guide to understanding and treating all kinds of pain to promote a normal, healthy life. Includes meditations, yoga postures and breathing exercises that can have profound and life-altering effects. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

535987X THE ESSENTIAL SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK. By Mark Moyad with J. Lee. Whether you’re an alternative medicine convert or an interested supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a must-have reference in your home. Here, Dr. Moyad and his advisors present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic healing to help you feel better. This is a book no home should be without. Reader’s Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95
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5984645 COMPLETE GUIDE TO HERBS & SPICES: Remedies, Seasonings, and Ingredients to Improve Your Health and Extend Your Life. By Nancy J. Heaggans. Learn the history and lore of more than 100 herbs, spices and seasonings, their health benefits and aromatic qualities. Features more than 50 original recipes and tips for growing, storing, preparing and combining herbs and spices.

★ 587030 COLLOIDAL SILVER: The Natural Antibiotic. By W. Kuhn and W. von Holst. Reveals the many uses and benefits of colloidal silver—a natural antibiotic that has been overshadowed by recent decades for boosting immunity, reducing pain and inflammation, and treating more than 80 common diseases and conditions including acne, asthma, cancer, and more. 552 pages. Healing the Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6562213 THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Healing Powers. By Frederick Salzmann. Verifies the common sense of folk medicine with the latest medical research to reveal simple do-it-yourself remedies. Salzmann reveals how to activate your body’s natural healing powers and address common ailments from allergies and sleep disorders to cardiovascular disease, arthritis, and more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

DVD 5982448 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR DIABETES. Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to improve control of diabetes. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Presented in three parts: Understanding Your Condition, Eat Well to Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 48-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 92 minutes. Gaia Video. Pub. at $5.95

★ 649999 NATURAL ALTERNATIVES TO NUXEUM, MAALOX, TAGAMET, PROLISEC & OTHER ACID BLOCKERS, SECOND EDITION. By Martie Whitklin. If you are suffering from heartburn, acid reflux, or other gastric ailments, popular medications may mask symptoms but do not treat the underlying cause of the problems. This guide offers safe, more effective alternatives that provide both immediate and long-term relief. 262 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

6627417 ADAPTING ADOPTING: Traditional Recipes and Elixirs to Improve Your Skin, Mood, Energy, Focus, and More. By Agatha Novelle. Reveals a class of herbs that improve your body’s reaction to emotional and physical stress while increasing your energy, stamina, endurance, and mental clarity. Details the health and wellness benefits to 23 of adaptogenic herbs, plus a wealth of recipes and extracts and elixirs. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


673491X BIOENERGY HEALING: Simple Techniques for Reducing Pain and Restoring Health Through Energetic Healing. By Csongor Daniel. Learn how to feel, see, and manipulate the energy fields of the body. Biomedicine and energetic healing includes step by step instructions for treating various conditions and diseases such as arthritis; headaches; pain; chronic fatigue; stress; insomnia; colds and much more. Illus. 241 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 6805760 HERBS FOR STRESS & ANXIETY: How to Make and Use Herbal Remedies to Strengthen the Nervous System. By Rosmary Gladstar. Profiles 21 herbs proven to be effective at soothing nervous system symptoms such as panic attacks, depression, headaches, migraines, herpes, and insomnia. Enjoy them in tea decoctions and infusions, take them as capsules or tinctures, or relax in warm baths enhanced by their calming and relaxing effects. 124 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

6796844 BIOHARMONIC SELF-MASSAGE: How to Harmonize Your Muscular, Emotional, and Physical Energy. By Yves Biligny. Drawing upon biological decoding, reflexology, lymph massage, and yoga as well as recent neuroscience and quantum physics research, this guide reveals how to harmonize the body’s natural potential to harmonize energy through the release of tensions and emotional memories trapped within the muscles, 162 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6628796 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH. By Kyndra Denson-Foote. Features an easy-to-follow chart of 100 essential oil recipes that help: promote skin, hair, and nails; boost memory retention and concentration; reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat dermatological ailments, and many more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 6753988 MAGNIFICENT MAGNESIUM: Your Essential Key to a Healthy Heart & More. By Dennis Goodman. Many drugs are designed to relieve symptoms of heart disease, but they do not eliminate the root cause of the problem. This guide reveals how a simple all-natural mineral can improve the function of your heart and help you regain control of your health. 174 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6793215 THE SUBTLE ENERGY BODY: The Complete Guide. By Maureen Lockhart. Ancient traditions of both the East and West have long maintained that the human being is a complex material and nonmaterial system of energy bodies. The “subtle body” is an energetic, psycho-spiritual entity of several layers, as examined here. Well illus., many in color. 370 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $7.95

6722563 EAT FOR EXTRAORDINARY HEALTH & HEALING. A guide to everything you wanted to know about the healing power of food. Revealing information from hundreds of studies from institutions all over the globe showing how the components of healthy foods can treat disease and unlock healing powers. One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

6713086 HEALING WITH CHINESE HERBS. By Richard Hyatt. Beginning with an introduction to the history and traditions of Oriental medicine, this primer includes a detailed presentation of the many crude drugs that comprise the Chinese pharmacopoeia. A theoretical section, including the principles of Oriental philosophy as it applies to medicine. 157 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

671532X HOW YOU STAND, HOW YOU LIVE. By Missy Venable. Presents an authoritative, comprehensive guide to the Alexander Technique (AT), a simple but powerful method for learning to skillfully control how your brain and body interact, allowing you to better coordinate your movements while improving your mind’s thoughts and perceptions. 322 pages. DaCapo. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 6252001 BETTER VISION NOW: Improve Your Sight with the Renowned Bates Method. By Clara A. Hackett with L. Galton. First published in 1965, this bestselling classic has always been praised for its commonsense advice, routines and drills that are recommended for correcting near-sightedness, far-sightedness, crossed eyes, glaucoma, cataracts, and other serious eye problems. 300 pages. Paperbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

6772110 GEMMOTHERAPY: The Science of Healing with Plant Stem Cells. By Roger Hallman. Gemmotherapy, the medical use of plant buds and young shoots, harnesses the healing power of treatments that nourish, strengthen, and rejuvenate the body’s energetic activity during their annual cycle. This guide describes the gemmotherapeutic uses and healing properties of 34 trees and plants, and includes a resource glossary, formulas, protocols and more. 128 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 6865232 101 AMAZING USES FOR GARLIC. By Susan Branson. Garlic is a natural anti-inflammatory, antibiotic, anti-fungal, and anti-parasitic agent with benefits ranging from slowing collagen depletion and battling cancer cells to preventing hair loss and providing relief for colds. Provides 101 useful and unexpected reasons to add garlic to your diet and daily life. 141 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/636
Coconut Oil for Health: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Coconut Oil
By Britt Brandon. Offers over 100 all-natural coconut oil solutions that help increase metabolism, support weight loss, promote healthy skin, and much more. It shows you how to use the plant in your daily health and beauty routine, from moisturizing dry hair to smoothing fine lines and wrinkles. 126 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

The Complete Book of Energy Medicines: Choosing Your Path to Health
By Helen E. Dziemidko. Presents a clear and comprehensive picture of a unique nature-based approach to health, and how muscles speak of every condition, from past traumas to current celebrations. Illus. 269 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

ACUPRESSION: Massage Practice
By Michelle Kluck. Certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck introduces viewers to the ancient Chinese art of using finger pressure to stimulate the flow of "qi" and enhance the body's natural ability to heal itself. She demonstrates how acupressure techniques can help relieve back pain, insomnia, migraines, anxiety, and depression. 30 minutes. Gaiam. $3.95

Reflexology: Massage Practice
By Michelle Kluck. Your feet are a virtual map of your body, and as a certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck reveals in this program, reflexology lets you use that mapping to your advantage. Discover how specific massage techniques can target the symptoms of migraines, high blood pressure, and much more. 40 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

The Miracle of Regenerative Medicine: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process
By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine—which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom treatment—Lottor explains how each of us can turn the body's self-healing potential into reality. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

Magnet Therapy: A Natural Solutions Definitive Guide

Painting the Energy Body: Signs and Symbols for Vibrational Healing

The Complete Book of Energy Medicines: Choosing Your Path to Health
By Helen E. Dziemidko. Presents a clear and comprehensive picture of a unique nature-based approach to health, and how muscles speak of every condition, from past traumas to current celebrations. Illus. 269 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

ACUPRESSION: Massage Practice
By Michelle Kluck. Certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck introduces viewers to the ancient Chinese art of using finger pressure to stimulate the flow of "qi" and enhance the body's natural ability to heal itself. She demonstrates how acupressure techniques can help relieve back pain, insomnia, migraines, anxiety, and depression. 30 minutes. Gaiam. $3.95

Reflexology: Massage Practice
By Michelle Kluck. Your feet are a virtual map of your body, and as a certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck reveals in this program, reflexology lets you use that mapping to your advantage. Discover how specific massage techniques can target the symptoms of migraines, high blood pressure, and much more. 40 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

The Miracle of Regenerative Medicine: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process
By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine—which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom treatment—Lottor explains how each of us can turn the body's self-healing potential into reality. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

Painting the Energy Body: Signs and Symbols for Vibrational Healing
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**5826470 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT FOOD AND SUPPLEMENTS FOR OPTIMAL VISION CARE: Ocular Nutrition Handbook.** By Jeffrey Anshel. For decades, studies have demonstrated that certain nutrients play a major role in the treatment of eye problems. This concise and easy-to-use guide provides a wealth of information on these powerful substances, helping you to promote optimal vision through mindful eating.


**6814786 SACRED HERBS: Your Guide to 40 Medicinal Herbs and How to Use Them for Health and Well-Being.** Learn how to harness the magical healing power of plants with this concise guide. Each herb’s properties are described and illustrated in color photographs, so you’ll know exactly which herbs are capable of and how to use them to enhance your health. 128 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3401901 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT KIDNEY DISEASE: A Practical Guide to Using Conventional and Complementary Treatments.** By Donny Gilland. After the initial diagnosis of kidney disease, patients and families usually have a myriad of questions about treatment options. This guide is designed not only to answer all your questions, but also to provide up-to-date information you need to evaluate and choose the best conventional treatments and complementary therapies. 186 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6767388 WHOLE DETOX: A 21-Day Personalized Program to Break Through Barriers in Every Area of Your Life.** By Deanna Minich. Offers a proven plan to conquer all of the physical and emotional toxins that keep you from feeling your best. Using an integrative, holistic approach, Minich offers a proven plan to conquer all of the physical and emotional toxins that keep you from feeling your best. 170 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


**273080X COMPLETE SELF MASSAGE WORKBOOK: Over 100 Simple Techniques for Relieving Stress and Pain.** By Christine Kaoveri Weber. Offers 100 quick and effective exercises, organized by symptom, for re-energizing body and mind with the power of touch. Drawing on Swedish massage, acupressure, and reflexology techniques, this guide offers a selection of exercises for nearly 80 years of research proves that nutritional therapy works. Orthomolecular nutrition uses vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements to prevent and cure real diseases. This guide addresses common questions about supplement selection, dosing, safety, and exactly what the vitamins do for you. 460 pages. Basic Health. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6848109 THE HEALING POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS.** By Eric Zielinski. This thorough, evidence-based approach helps you take control of your health, whether you’re new to essential oils or you’re ready for advance techniques. Recipes include citrus-powered pain relief roll-on; anti-anxiety spray; inflammation-soothing capsules; sweet slumber diffuser blend; and more. 306 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**6791515 THE ENCycLOPEDIA OF ESSENTIAL OILS.** By Julia Lawless. A detailed and systematic survey of more than 190 essential oils revealing the common and uncommon oils and their many medicinal uses. Includes a therapeutic index, a botanical index, and detailed listings of oils and their uses for a multitude of needs and applications, from air and carpet fresheners to hair care formulas and massage oils. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**655430X THE RESONANCE EFFECT: How Frequency Specific Microcurrent Is Changing Medicine.** By Carolyn McKim. A chiropractor specializing in fibromyalgia and myofascial pain, McKim describes her experience using a two-channel microcurrent device that has achieved astounding results, which have created new possibilities for suffering patients over the past twenty years. Case histories illustrate the efficacy of the treatment and include specific formulas that each condition responds to. Photos. 251 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6637841 THE MIND HACK RECIPE.** By Jason Mangrum. Mangrum reveals the specifics of how to hack into the brain’s function as the door to higher awareness. Using the techniques outlined you will gain power over obstacles to success, happiness and health and bring about a higher spiritual awareness. 111 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5936896 NATURAL THERAPIES FOR EMPHYSEMA AND COPD.** By Robert J. Green, Jr. Reveals that alternative holistic therapies ranging from herbs to homeopathy offer great promise in relieving the debilitating symptoms of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Illus. 196 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
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**5911745 ROSEMARY GLADSTAR’S MEDICINAL HERBS: A Beginner’s Guide.** Effective, safe and inexpensive, medicinal herbs are used to treat illness and to improve health. They can be used to rebuild body against common upsets and ailments. Gladstar offers a fresh introduction to growing and using 33 of her favorite herbs, complete with 124 of her most powerful recipes. Well in color, 272 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**5957086 WHEN HEALING BECOMES A CRIME.** By Kenny Ausbel. Exposes the failure of the War on Cancer, while revealing how yesterday’s “unorthodox” treatments are emerging as tomorrow’s medicine. Explores Hoxsey’s herbal cancer treatments and other unconventional treatments that show promise, delving into the corrosive medical politics and economic forces behind the suppression of alternative medicine. Photos. 461 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95


**680196X UNMEDICATED: The Four Pillars of Natural Wellness.** By Madisyn Taylor. Take your well-being into your own hands and embark on a journey to wellness, free from self-medicating behaviors. Through the author’s experiences and step-by-step practices, you’ll be inspired to examine your own life and embrace a new, healthy, and holistic way of living. 165 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**1835432 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR INFLAMMATION.** By Christopher Vasey. In this practical guide to natural remedies for inflammation, Vasey explores 18 anti-inflammatory herbs, such as bay laurel, basil, turmeric, and devil’s claw, as well as 15 other natural substances and protective factors. Illus., color. 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6838267 LIVER DETOX: Cleansing Through Diet, Herbs, and Massage.** By Christopher Vasey. In this practical guide to cleansing and detoxifying the liver, Vasey offers an accessible yet highly detailed approach to supporting the liver, and shows how bringing the liver back to full health and function has far-reaching effects for the whole body. 119 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5908000 FREEDOM FROM CONSTIPATION: Natural Remedies for Digestive Health.** By Christopher Vasey. In this step by step guide, Vasey explains how healthy intestines work and the different forms that constipation can take. He details the eight main causes of digestive constipation, and offers practical advice on how to correct each with natural and non-aggressive methods. Illus., 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**656335X THE 7 WONDERS OF OLIVE OIL.** By A. Alech & C. Le Galliard. Includes detailed research and findings from doctors, medical researchers, nutritionists, and chefs around the globe, and explores the role olive oil plays in the Mediterranean diet. Covers tips for cooking with, buying, and storing, and most of all, reveals its medical researchers, nutritionists, and chefs around the globe, and reveals its

**6623468 KAVA-KAVA: Sacred Brew.** By E.F. Steinmetz. The root of the kava plant has been used for centuries by Pacific Islanders to heal, in religious rituals, for recreation, and to moderate the effect of alcohol. The author provides an in-depth look at the history, botany, chemistry, culture, and use of kava’s sacred brew. Illus. in color. 115 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**6775335 THE REFLEXOLOGY MANUAL: An Easy-to-Use Illustrated Guide to the Healing Zones of the Hands and Feet.** By Pauline Wills. Ideal guide for beginners as well as experienced reflexologists, clearly showing how all internal body structures and organs are mirrored in the reflex points with numerous charts on performing a full treatment. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Healing Arts. 8¼x½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**5927714 CHINESE HOLISTIC MEDICINE IN YOUR DAILY LIFE.** By Steven Cardoza. Reveals a self-care approach for treating specific ailments and maintaining wellness. Learn how to use your body’s own natural curative powers, such as acupuncture, herbalism, Qigong, diet, and lifestyle so that you can achieve optimal health outcomes. The ancient wisdom and practical techniques in this guide will help prevent the onset of disease, improve your day to day health, and promote longevity. Illus. 402 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**4539376 THE CANNABIS HEALTH INDEX: Combining the Science of Medical Marijuana with Mindfulness Techniques to Heal 100 Chronic Symptoms and Diseases.** By A. Alech & C. Le Galliard. Combines evidence based insights from more than 1,000 studies to present a convincing case for the powerful healing effects of medical marijuana on more than 100 chronic symptoms and diseases, covering Alzheimers, Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis, ADHD, Autism, Cancer, Chronic Pain, Fibromyalgia, Huntington’s, Multiple Sclerosis, Rett Syndrome, Schizophrenia, Seizures, Stroke, and much more. Photos. 590 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $24.95

**6718163 THE HAPPINESS EFFECT: The Positive Benefits of Negative Ions.** By Earl Mindell. A complete guide to understanding and using negative ions to achieve a life full of health and happiness. Our daily lives are filled with sources that can make us unhealthy: smoking, pollution, stress, and more. Learn how easily scientific research and our daily routines can illuminate the effects negative ions can have on human behavior and health, and offers a comprehensive guide to the latest devices that can help you live a longer, more economically produce negative ion rich environment to encourage well-being and happiness. Illus. 94 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**5931403 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES.** By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are turning to homeopathic products for relief, here is a simple way to find the best treatment for your health without side effects. Mindell explains it’s powerful healing effects of medical marijuana on many common conditions and diseases. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**6750422 HERBS & NUTRIENTS FOR NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS.** By S.J. Kurn & S. Shook. Details safe and easy-to-use therapies for incorporating herbs, antioxidants, and nutritional supplements into the standard conventional therapies for six common neurological conditions: Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, stroke, migraine, and seizures. 244 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95


**5902029 HEALING LYMEdISEASE CONFECTIONS.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Examines the synergy between bartonella, mycoplasma, and Lyme disease, revealing how these three agents work in concert for effective treatment. Buhner details effective, holistic methods centered on herbs and supplements, revealing how to treat symptoms and bring the immune system back into balance. 500 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95
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5679899 HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference explains the roots of antibiotic resistance, explores the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth profiles of the most effective herbs to help you identify the best herbal formulas and make medicines for yourself. 467 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

5854753 HERBAL FORMULARIES FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, VOLUME 1: Digestion and Elimination. By Jill Stansbury. An in-depth guide to using herbal therapies in treatments for conditions such as irritable bowel syndrome and elimination. Dr. Stansbury draws on her decades of clinical experience and her extensive research to provide a wide range of herbal formulas for common health issues and diagnoses as well as less common conditions. An extensive reference for health professionals. 344 pages. Chelsea Green. 8x10¼. Pub. at $59.95 $47.95

4388479 HERBAL ANTIBIOTICS, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Natural Alternatives for Treating Drug-Resistant Bacteria. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference explains the roots of antibiotic resistance, explores the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth profiles of the most effective herbs to help you identify the best herbal formulas and make medicines for yourself. 467 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

5679902 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR LOW TESTOSTERONE, SECOND EDITION: How to Enhance Male Sexual Health and Energy. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Recent studies show that the decreased testosterone levels in aging men are being exacerbated by environmental agents. Buhner illustrates how naturally occurring plant medicines can safely remedy this depletion. Provides safe, natural, and effective means of maintaining optimum testosterone levels well into old age. 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


5607314 MIDWEST MEDICINAL PLANTS. By Lisa M. Rose. Guide for finding, identifying, harvesting, and preparing the most reliably effective herbs to give you the advantage in addressing pain in both the short and long term. 220 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5677543 REIKI ENERGY MEDICINE: Bringing Healing Touch into Home, Hospital, and Hospice. By Libby Barnett et al. Highlighting Reiki’s transition into mainstream health care, this concise but informative guide can empower anyone to become a safe, effective, and ancient method to stimulate the natural healing potential of your body and enhance the efficacy of conventional treatments. 126 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5677462 AYURVEDA: A Life of Balance. By Maya Tiwari. A profound but practical testament to the healing power of Ayurveda. This complete guide offers an introduction to Ayurvedic nutrition and body types reveals how these ancient principles can help you achieve the highest levels of physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being. Includes recipes, 354 pages. Health Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

5680377 TOTAL LIFE CLEANS: A 28-Day Program to Detoxify and Nourish the Body, Mind, and Soul. By Jonathan Glass. Integrating the cleansing wisdom of Western medicine and traditional Chinese medicine with nutraceutical principles and contemporary nutritional science, Glass presents a practical 28-day program, divided into four phases, designed to initiate and maximize detoxification and nourishment of the body and mind. Photos. 434 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

5458707 STONE MEDICINE: A Chinese Medical Guide to Healing with Gems and Minerals. By Leslie J. Franks. Detailing the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and crystals, Franks explains how to use these potent pieces of nature to access our body’s many layers and initiate deep, lasting change. Her comprehensive guide to this unique Chinese medicine features an extensive look at 15 forms of quartz, followed by chapters on transformative stones, protective stones, nourishing stones, and more. 32 pages of color photos. 388 pages. Healing Arts. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

5679340 CRYSTAL WANDS: For Massage, Therapy, Reflexology, and Energy Medicine. By Ewald Kliegel. Explains the unique power of using quartz crystal wands into your bodywork and healing practice and details the techniques with step by step instructions. Kliegel also explores the use of crystal-infused oils and balms to increase the healing effects of massage. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

5648318 THE NEW MATERIA MEDICA: Key Remedies for the Future of Homeopathy. By Colin Griffin. The most comprehensive reference available on the best new fundamental homoeopathic remedies, backed by invaluable information about their combination with other medicines. Covers 26 new crystal, botanical, and animal remedies now used by practitioners of the Guild of Homeopaths. 561 pages. Watkins. Import. Pub. at $78.00 $54.95

5678599 THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF HOMEOPATHY, REVISED EDITION: The How, Why, and Which of Homeopathy. By Colin Griffin. Provides comprehensive, trustworthy advice for homeopathy at home. Twenty-seven sections cover all aspects of health—from accidents and emergencies to emotional well-being—and are supported by key references to frequently asked questions and detailed information on diagnosis, cure. 386 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $47.95 $35.95

5722012 AYURVEDA FOR STRESS RELIEF. By John Douillard. A user-friendly guide to help you to live your life in sync with nature’s cycles to reduce exhaustion, anxiety, depression and insomnia. Featuring a complete daily yoga workout and an easy to follow action plan to keep your life in perfect balance. This DVD is the perfect way to add to the joys of Ayurvedic medicine. 90 minutes. Gaia. Film. Pub. at $19.98 PRICE CUT to $19.95

6655114 YOGA JOURNAL PRESENTS YOUR GUIDE TO REFLEXOLOGY. This accessible guide provides expert information on the therapeutic manipulation of pressure points in the feet to stimulate the healing zones of the feet map to the body, use a variety of techniques to balance energy flow; reflexology to improve immunity, treat illness, and relieve pain. 562 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95

663818X THE HEALING POWERS OF VINEGAR, REVISED. By Cal Orey. In this invaluable resource, you’ll find dozens of home remedies for treating allergies, arthritis, sunburn, sore throats and more. Find out how vinegar’s curative powers can help prevent prevent age-related diseases like cancer, heart disease, and bone loss. You’ll also find a wealth of natural beauty treatments and household hints. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

5895251 YOU CAN SAY NO TO CHEMO. By Laura Bond. Journalist and health coach Laura Bond and her mother Gemma visited 60 of the leading oncology centers in the world’s foremost cancer specialists and healers who are getting remarkable results in treating cancer without radiation or chemotherapy. This book shares the most exciting discoveries they made in their travels. 355 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

573732X THE TAPPING SOLUTION FOR PAIN RELIEF. By Nick Ortner. Discover a startling alternative to treating pain, beyond injections, medications, and surgeries. Dr. Robins lays out a step by step plan that will teach you how to use tapping, or EFT (emotional freedom techniques), to reduce or eliminate chronic pain, then outlines tips and techniques for reducing or eliminating pain in both the short and long term. 220 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

5722098 TAI CHI DAILY PRACTICE. By D-D. Ross & D. Lee. Build on your beginner Tai Chi Ch’uan moves with an emphasis on sequencing smoothly and confidently from one form to the next. Featuring David-Dorian Ross’s easy to follow instruction and practice guidance, this DVD makes the practice of this ancient Asian art easier and accessible for everyone. Lower Body Chi 30-Minute Workout. 79 minutes. Gaiam. Film. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6843484 EVERY BODY YOGA: Let Go of Fear, Get on the Mat, Love Your Body. By Jessamy Stanley. Breaking all the stereotypes, Jessamy gives an original guide that makes yoga accessible to every body, regardless of age, ability, body type, or experience. After sharing her own story and yoga philosophy, she provides easy-to-follow directions for 50 basic yoga poses and ten sequences to practice at home. Color photos. 222 pages. $19.95


6818498 AWAKENING YOUR IKIGAI: How the Japanese Wake Up to Joy and Purpose Every Day. By Ken Mogi. Ikigai is a Japanese phenomenon commonly understood as “your reason to get up in the morning.” In this book, the author, who has lived in the United States for 20 years, presents throughout and juxtaposed with the ancient Chinese internal arts techniques function in ways that help you embed them and feel them come alive, regardless of your level. It covers wrist and shoulder and into the core of one’s life. SHOPWORN. Well illus. 326 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $25.00

6866910 QIGONG FOR STRESS RELIEF: With the centuries-old practice of Qigong, you can reduce stress and increase energy quickly and effectively. Instructors Francesco Garripoli and Daisy Lee-Garripoli offer you the best in “energy first aid” with this program—ten easy-to-learn exercises to boost your natural resiliency to stress. 40 minutes. Gaiam. $4.95

6869988 TRUDIE STYLER’S WEIGHT LOSS YOGA. Discover a more gentle approach to weight loss! Trudie Styler’s program will help you to adopt a more balanced lifestyle, while her yoga exercises will help you achieve the fitness you long for. Sessions include Yoga Conditioning for Weight Loss; Total Body Yoga; Yoga Abs; and Chair Yoga. 107 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

6869946 BEGINNING YOGA WITH CHRISSY CARTER. Learn correct form and breathing exercises as you move through basic yoga poses and sequences that will help you increase strength, flexibility, and overall fitness. Use each program separately or connect all three into one challenging workout. 60 minutes. Acacia. $5.95

6870392 YIN YOGA: An Individualized Approach to Balance, Health, and Whole Self. By David Hirschi. This unique approach to yoga, which “heals on the inside out,” has evolved from a century-old practice called “Ayurvedic yoga.” This program offers a complete workout that brings results. Sessions include Yin Yoga; Strength, Clarity, and Calm; and Awaken & Restore. 119 minutes. Acacia. $4.95

6871238 THE FENG SHUI COMPANION: A User-Friendly Guide to the Ancient Art of Placement. By George Birdsall. Just the simple change in the placement of furniture or the addition of one new item can have a noticeable effect on an individual’s life. Birdsall provides clear instructions for creating a place in which you want to spend time rather than one in which you are constantly ill at ease. Illus. 206 pages. Destiny. $19.95

6888672 BURNING BALANCE, BURNING WEIGHT: Fire Up Your Metabolism with Core Stability and Yoga. By Sam Sorenson. This compact program combines core stabilization exercises with yoga to create a full-body workout that can help you achieve rapid results. 50 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

6887720 RESTORATIVE YOGA. Filmed in picturesque Thailand, this program, with the grounded and gentle approach of master yoga instructor Seane Corn. Learn how to integrate breath and movement for a complete workout that brings results. Sessions include Upward; Yin Yoga Flow; and Breath Flow. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Gaiam. $2.95

6887451 AWAKENING THE TAO: The Taoist Path of Meditation and Transformation. By George Berg. Berg provides an introduction to Taoist meditation, which emphasizes the state of being rather than doing. 118 minutes. Gaiam. $4.95

6866937 RESTORATIVE YOGA. Filmed in picturesque Thailand, this program, with the grounded and gentle approach of master yoga instructor Seane Corn. Learn how to integrate breath and movement for a complete workout that brings results. Sessions include Upward; Yin Yoga Flow; and Breath Flow. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Gaiam. $2.95

6886987 TRADING Places & Times. By John Michell. This book offers a fascinating exploration of the surprising and often overlooked world of exchange. Michell shows how money, power, and culture have all been shaped by the ways in which things have been traded. 368 pages. Workman. Paperback. $16.95

6877249 TRADITIONAL THAI YOGA: The Postures and Healing Practices of Ruesri Dat Ton. By E. Bors and B. F. Strand. A unique yoga practice rooted in the ancient Ayurvedic tradition, Ruesri Dat Ton originated with Buddha’s own physician, Jivaka Kumarabhaccha. Here, sixty postures are demonstrated, and the common ailments they address are discussed. Fully illus. in color, 182 pages. Healing Arts. $4.95

6870150 THE TAO OF HAPPINESS. By Ken Moy. This book provides an introduction to the Taoist philosophy and its application in everyday life. It includes translated works and written commentary by contemporary authors. 200 pages. Shambhala. $11.95

6871750 POWER SOURCE: Duncan Wong. Wong explores the art of vinyasa flow yoga and its modern adaptations, explaining the concepts behind each pose and technique. This book is a valuable resource for yoga teachers and students alike. 232 pages. Workman. Paperback. $16.95

6870561 RESTORATIVE YOGA. Filmed in picturesque Thailand, this program, with the grounded and gentle approach of master yoga instructor Seane Corn. Learn how to integrate breath and movement for a complete workout that brings results. Sessions include Upward; Yin Yoga Flow; and Breath Flow. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Gaiam. $2.95

6886836 THE TAI CHI SPACE: How to Move in Tai Chi and Qi Gong. By Paul Cavel. Designed to teach the fundamentals that drive and underpin internal arts training at all levels and stages of development. Each of the 42 principals are aimed at conveying how internal arts techniques function in ways that help you embed them and feel them come alive, regardless of your level. 117 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback Import. $19.95

6886978 BEGINNING YOGA WITH CHRISY CARTER. Learn correct form and breathing exercises as you move through basic yoga poses and sequences that will help you increase strength, flexibility, and overall fitness. Use each program separately or connect all three into one challenging workout. 60 minutes. Acacia. $2.95

6867658 THE TAI CHI SPACE. How to Move in Tai Chi and Qi Gong. By Paul Cavel. Designed to teach the fundamentals that drive and underpin internal arts training at all levels and stages of development. Each of the 42 principals are aimed at conveying how internal arts techniques function in ways that help you embed them and feel them come alive, regardless of your level. 117 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback Import. $19.95

5886945 Rodney Yee’s A.M. & P.M. YOGA FOR BEGINNERS. Rodney Yee and Colleen Saidman take you on a journey to better health and well-being each and every day. Start your day with A.M. Energize, setting Yee’s morning practice against gentle waves and the rising sun. Then relax with P.M. Unwind, as Saidman helps you transition to a peaceful, restful evening. 50 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

6887187 YOGA 7 MINUTES A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK. A Gentle Daily Practice for Strength, Clarity, and Calm. By Gertrud Hirsch. Features gentle daily exercises—each including a mantra, a meditation, and a mudra—that focus on various parts of the body. By the end of the week, you will have experienced full-body yoga, and every part of your body will feel energized and strong. Illus. 147 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. $19.95

6888929 RELAX & RESTORE. Learn natural ways to slow your mind and refresh your senses with a collection of stress management practices. Through yoga and meditation, these brief programs bring you a variety of ways to relax and renew. 77 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

5750644 THE TAO OF HAPPINESS. By Derek Lin. The teachings of Chuang Tzu are presented throughout and juxtaposed with the modern-day Taoist teacher and author Derek Lin. Together, Chuang Tzu and Lin will present you with simple lessons that will have a lasting impact on your life. 130 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95

6772838 A YOGA OF INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE: The Yogini’s Mirror. By Roxanne Kamaryji Gupta. A tantric approach to Yoga and dance, expressed in the body and mind, is a yoga of emotions. With extensive photographs, Gupta distills her experience into techniques for yogic study certain to assist students of all levels to achieve a dynamic, beautiful, and graceful practice. 190 pages. Inner Traditions. $9.95

6761756 SOURCE POWER: Duncan Wong Yoga Arts. Gaiam. $2.95


6761756 SOURCE POWER: Duncan Wong Yoga Arts. Gaiam. $2.95
**6853048 YOGA JOURNAL PRESENTS YOUR GUIDE TO REIKI.**

Offers expert information on the popular hands-on holistic therapy that encourages relaxation and eases pain by transmitting energy between the practitioner and the recipient. Illus. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Price $17.95

**6831028 THE COMPLETE REIKI TUTOR: A Structured Course to Achieve Professional Expertise.** By Tanmaya Hornevogt. A one-stop guide for practitioners, teachers, and students, providing an in-depth knowledge of reiki. Includes step by step techniques and hand positions for the three degrees and explains all you need to know about reiki practice. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Price $19.95

**686912X DECORATING WITH THE FIVE ELEMENTS OF FENG SHUI.** By Tisha Morris. Follow the three-step formula to incorporate feng shui into your life. With a room-to-room guide for using the five elements, instructions for healing spaces both inside and outside, and much more, this text will help you find harmony in your body, your home, your life. 234 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Price at $16.99

**680381X CLUTTER INTERVENTION: How Your Stuff Is Keeping You Stuck.** By Tisha Morris. Using step by step instructions and easy to understand bananagrams, Morris shows how to move into a new phase of life by ridding yourself of all that’s holding you back. Learn about the psychological, emotional, and energetic components underlying your possessions, and discover ways to clear out the negative force. 182 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Price at $17.99


**6671748 SHIVA REA: Radiant Heart Yoga.** Widescreen. Discover three ways to experience yoga’s rejuvenating heart-focused therapy. Shiva Rea’s Prayer Wheel practice generates love and compassion; her Hridaya Namaskar (Heart Salutation) leads to deep relaxation and inner peace; and her Empowering Heart opens up your prana to release stagnant energy to promote joy and vitality. 35 minutes. Acacia. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**6674978 CHI NEI TSANG: Chi Massage for the Vital Organs.** By Mantak Chia. The energies of negative emotions, stress, and tension, all common in modern life, are stored and intensified in the right of past pain and stress that accumulate in the abdominal region, causing energy blockages and congestion. This guide reveals how to take full charge of health through the self-healing techniques of Chi Nei Tsang. Illus. 410 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Price at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95
6662641 KNOW YOUR OWN IQ. By Hans Eysenck. Originally published in 1962, this is the first guide to help readers determine what their IQ is. Includes a range of easy to difficult IQ challenges, with solutions provided, to help you rate your IQ. 192 pages. Paperback. Import. $7.95

6669263 THE TEST BOOK. By M. Krogerus & R. Tischappeler. This collection of 64 of the world’s most useful evaluation tests offers a quick, fun way to figure yourself out. From Rorschach ink blot to seeing how our workout stacks up against a Navy SEAL’s, you’ll analyze every trait you need to thrive, and you’ll discover skills you never knew you had. 195 pages. Norton. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

6843239 BE NOBODY. By Lama Marut. With his edgy tone and radical perspective, Marut calls for the biggest revolution of all: the overthrow of our obsessive quest to be somebody. He shows you that living an ethical life—of selflessness rather than egoism—is the key to true happiness. 246 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

6756514 10 HABITS OF TRULY OPTIMISTIC PEOPLE: Power Your Life with the Positive. By David Mezzapelle. Each chapter describes attainable methods for overcoming obstacles, like looking forward instead of backward and learning from mistakes without being thrown off course. Learn how to embrace change to become resilient; find yourself through service to others; and develop an attitude of gratitude. 368 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

6758786 HOW TO LIVE AN AWESOME LIFE: How to Live Well, Do Good, Be Happy. By Polly Campbell. Fill your life with awe and wonder, tap into the awesome around you; and access the amazing in everyday life with this inspiring and uplifting self-help guide. Campbell, a writer and speaker specializing in personal development, reveals how to ensure a lighter, happier, and more rewarding existence, 216 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6802095 THE POCKET BOOK OF SUCCESS. Shows how to attain your most cherished goals. Successful people from all walks of life and from the ancient past to the present day share their advice. With thoughts from the profound to the playful, a little treasury will be your guide as you travel along the road to success. 384 pages. Artcurus. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


5998670 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World. By William H. McRaven. On May 21, 2014, Admiral McRaven addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin, sharing ten principles he learned during Navy SEAL training that anyone can use to change themselves and the world for the better. He builds on those core tenets here for an inspiring and timeless work. 128 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

6758624 IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN. By BJ Gallagher. Designed to inspire anyone who has let fear or busyness get in the way of achieving their highest goals and long-held dreams. Gallagher offers advice and step by step guidelines, dispersing pure inspiration to act now. 206 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6757643 GET WELL WISHES: Prayers and Poems for Comfort and Healing. By June Cotner. Collects a timeless treasury of encouragement, blessings and positive thoughts gathered from poetry, the Bible, and other devotional sources that will brighten anyone’s day. 146 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6801812 SYNCHRONICITY: Empower Your Life with the Gift of Coincidence. By Chris Mackay. A no-nonsense guide that offers astoundingly science, alongside a lucid explanation of the brain science underlying synchronicity and many practical suggestions for working with it, from journaling and symbol analysis to dream interpretation and ideas for accessing synchronicity. 262 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

6825974 THE SCIENCE OF POSITIVITY. By Loretta Graziano Breuning. A neurochemical expert empowers you to transcend negativity by creating new thought habits. In just minutes a day for six weeks, you’ll learn simple, practical actions you can take to shift your thinking to a way that causes your brain to reward optimism with the release of happy chemicals. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $8.95

5853134 DANCE FIRST. THINK LATER.: 618 Rules to Live By. By Kate Hanley. Open up to any page and discover an easy-to-promote, such as a breathing exercise, a visualization, or a simple yoga pose that will give your mind, body, and heart a moment of peace in a world of chaos. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95


6504857 1,001 PEARLS OF WISDOM TO BUILD CONFIDENCE. Ed. by Alan Ken Thomas. This guide is written from the viewpoint of writers, politicians, athletes, and others who have persevered through tough times and because of their inner confidence, have been successful. Shows that no matter the obstacle, you have the capability to accomplish great things. 384 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95


6768584 IT WORKS. By Roy Herbert Jarrett. The classic of spiritual psychology is presented in a stunning keepsake volume with bonus material, gilded edge pages, ribbon place marker, and a personal introduction of the original. Inside you’ll discover three simple steps to attaining your desires, coupled in the power of positive thinking and faith. 62 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95
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6803709 12 RULES FOR LIFE: An Antidote to Chaos. By Jordan B. Peterson. In a time of unprecedented change, when family structures are collapsing, education is being devalued and turned into indoctrination, and political society is dangerously polarizing, a clinical psychologist and celebrated professor offers an antidote: the truth—some very ancient truth, applied to life’s very modern problems. 489 pages. Viking. Pub. at $37.99 $18.95

★ 562700 COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY: Your Toolkit to Modify Mood, Overcome Obstructions and Improve Your Life. By E.L. Foreman & C. Pollard. Filled with activities and experiments to explore and challenge your unhelpful thoughts, this book will help you identify, challenge and change your negative thinking patterns and habits in order to harness the full potential of your mind. 202 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $23.00 $5.95

6825672 A MINDFUL MORNING. By David Dillard-Wright. Features more than 150 inspiring quotes and short, easy mindfulness exercises to help you begin your day with a clear head and positive energy. 253 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

6819126 FORGIVENESS: How to Reconcile with the Past, Move On, and Improve Your Health. By Jon Kabat-Zinn. The author dives into the body of research around place attachment, the deep sense of connection that binds some of us to our cities and urban high-rises, offering a heartwarming and inspiring look at acts of kindness and the love you missed with this groundbreaking guide to helping the "mother gap." 292 pages. Random. Import. Pub. at $26.95 $11.95

6825684 A MINDFUL EVENING. By David Dillard-Wright. Gives you the tools you need to power down at bedtime. With nearly 200 inspiring quotes and short, easy mindfulness exercises, you’ll learn how to end your day with a clear head and calming energy. 249 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6805532 NOTES FROM A BLUE BIKE: The Art of Raising an Intentionally Inadequate Daughter. By Tsh Oxenreider. Traces a family’s journey from an urban high-rise in Turkey to the congested city of Austin, Texas, and finally to a small town in Oregon. It chronicles false starts, changed minds, periods of chaos and bits of boredom, but also moments of surprising and transcendent grace as the family learns to live the life they have chosen. 243 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95

★ 5994583 THE EMOOTIONALLY ABSENT MOTHER, SECOND EDITION. By Carolyn Janis Cori. Often, the children of emotionally absent mothers can’t quite put a finger on what’s missing from their lives. Psychotherapist Jasmin Cori has helped thousands heal the wounds left by every kind of undermothering. Self-help for women. 90 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95


6858199 THIS IS WHERE YOU BELONG. By Melody Warnick. The author dives into the body of research around place attachment, the deep sense of connection that binds some of us to our cities and urban high-rises, offering a heartwarming and inspiring look at acts of kindness and the love you missed with this groundbreaking guide to helping the "mother gap." 292 pages. Random. Import. Pub. at $26.95 $11.95

6708315 ANGELS ON EARTH: Inspiring Stories of Fate, Friendship, and the Power of Connections. By David Dillard-Wright. Offers a heartwarming and inspiring look at acts of kindness shared between strangers, celebrating the remarkable selfless acts these can have on the world around us. Uplifting stories shed light on how we can live happier, more purer and more purposeful lives by recognizing and honoring the invisible threads that connect us all. 299 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95


6747434 8 KEYS TO PRACTICING MINDFULNESS. By Manuela Mischke-Feidt. Whether you are new to mindfulness or a seasoned practitioner, you will be guided by Carolyn Creek’s uniquely approach to life with the help of the guidelines presented here. 230 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6868280 YOUR IDEA STARTS HERE: 77 Mind-Expanding Ways to Unleash Your Creativity. By Carolyn Creek. Elicit your creativity and invent an inventive problem solver by jump starting the process with stimulating prompts and inspired graphics. Get a quick and easy overview of how to think, envision, and develop. Fully illus. Storey. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6868169 STOP BREATHE. CHILL. By Beth Steiner. Discover how to focus on the present and stop taking out the trash. The author of the sort of stuff life throws at us every day, whether it’s a situation with friends, issues with family, or the pressures of school. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

6867405 BETTER THAN PERFECT: 7 Strategies to Crush Your Inner Critic and Create a Life You Love. By Elizabeth Lombardo. Perfectionists are among the most likely Americans to experience depression, anxiety, disorder, and addiction. Lombardo explains the force of perfectionism and challenges you with easy and effective exercises. She also shares stories from her most perfectionistic clients to help you find happiness by freeing yourself from the chains of unrealistic expectations. 373 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6828353 GET SMART! How to Think and Act Like the Most Successful and Highest-Paid People in Every Field. By Brian Tracy. Whether you are looking for a better pay package, a better review, a better company, or better business plans, or simply finding ways to make extra money, this guide will reprogram your brain to achieve its maximum potential. Provides you with new thinking patterns, new habits in order to harness the full potential of your mind. 202 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $23.00 $5.95

6866189 MANIFEST $10,000: Learn How to Manifest $10,000 by Using the Law of Attraction and Improving Your Money Mindset. By Cassie Parks. This book is an invaluable guide to help you figure out how to use the Law of Attraction to manifest $10,000 into your life in the next 90 days, in a way that feels simple and fun. Includes a free audio workshop with Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**6741282  HOW TO SURVIVE YOUR CHILDHOOD NOW THAT YOU’RE AN ADULT: A Path to Authenticity and Awakening. By Ira Israel. A step-by-step, no-nonsense guide teaches you how to make this wondrous step by step path toward recognizing the ways of being that we created as children, and transmogrifying them with compassion and acceptance. Discover your true nature and cultivate the authentic love you were born desiring. 187 pages. New World Library. Paperback. At $15.95 $11.95**

**6805663  THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion. By Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you should take the path you love. Offered a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Paperback. At $16.95 $12.95**

**6710981  HOW TO OWN YOUR OWN MIND. By Napoleon Hill. You’ll receive a one-of-a-kind master class in how to think for success from the motivational pioneer. In three compelling chapters, Hill demonstrates how to organize, prioritize and act on information so it translates into opportunity. 271 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. At $16.00 $11.95**

**6541067  UNFU*K YOURSELF: Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life. By Gary John Bishop. Through decades of working with people as a personal development coach, Bishop has discovered that the barrier to living your best life is one thing only—you. A handbook for the resigned and defeated, Bishop will help you unleash your greatness. 209 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. At $19.99 $14.95**

**6720838  HOW TO OVERCOME SHYNESS. Discover how to be more successful and comfortable in social situations—no matter what the scenario. Easy-to-adopt strategies and real-life stories from other shy people will give you the tools for future interactions. 195 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. At $14.99 $11.95**

**598808X  THE TOP 1%: Habits, Attitudes & Strategies for Exceptional Success. By Dan Strutzel, Strutzel will show you why most of what you think you know about the Top 1% is a myth. You’ll discover that most of the people who are a great success are motivated more by serving others, than by how many zeros they have in their bank account. He will not only show you how to earn an income at the Top 1%, but he’ll show you how to reach the Top 1% of the other vitally important areas of your life. 224 pages. Gildan. Paperback. At $27.00 $19.95**

**6843581  FLOURISH: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-Being. By Martin E.P. Seligman. With interactive exercises to help readers explore their own attitudes and beliefs, FLOURISH is a powerful guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos. 171 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. At $12.95 $9.95**

**5657448  SHAKING: The Original Path to Ecstasy and Healing. By Bradford Keeney. The interactive learning course, led by Bradford Keeney, reveals the ancient use of spontaneous motion and vocal expression as a path to spiritual ecstasy and healing—and how this primal art is available to us today. Through a guided journey, you’ll find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. At $29.95 $19.95**

**5653867  YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven. By Bradford Keeney. Read by the author. The Island Medormap reveals the life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Pairing her infectious wit with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. At $29.95 $19.95**

**6851439  SCHOOL OF WISHING: Lessons to Change Your Life and Make Your Dreams Come True. By Joel Osteen. The ultimate guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos. 171 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. At $12.95 $9.95**

**5657476  GO WITH THE FLOW: Letting Go for Ultimate Success. By lisa J. Jarchow. The interactive learning course, led by lisa J. Jarchow, reveals the ancient use of spontaneous motion and vocal expression as a path to spiritual ecstasy and healing—and how this primal art is available to us today. Through a guided journey, you’ll find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. At $29.95 $19.95**

**5653887  YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven. By Bradford Keeney. The interactive learning course, led by Bradford Keeney, reveals the ancient use of spontaneous motion and vocal expression as a path to spiritual ecstasy and healing—and how this primal art is available to us today. Through a guided journey, you’ll find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. At $29.95 $19.95**

**CD 5823035  THINK BETTER, LIVE BETTER: A Victorious Life Begins in Your Mind. By Joel Osteen. Read by Joel Osteen. The way out of the storm is to increase your incredible power over your destiny. In this inspiring analysis, Osteen offers a life-changing strategy for reprogramming your mind to enable you to reach new levels of achievement and purpose. Offers tools to delete destructive thinking, build your self-esteem and live a victorious life. Over four hours on 4 CDs. Hachette. No price. **

**6733212  THE ART OF STOPPING TIME: Practical Mindfulness for Busy People. By Pedram Shojai. What if you had the time to accomplish what you want in life? What if instead of feeling starved for time, you were able to achieve time prosperity? This guide is here to make that happen. You will walk through a 100 days of easy to follow practices that will fundamentally transform your relationship with time. 210 pages. Rodale. Paperback. At $21.99 $16.95**

**679791X  THE MISSING ELEMENT: Inspiring Compassion for the Human Condition. By Debra Silverman. Discover a new way to understand yourself and others using the wisdom of the ancients and the insights of modern psychology. Fusing psychology and spirituality, Silverman offers ways to embrace and make peace with ourselves so that we can become more powerful and effective human beings. 160 pages. Finkhorne. Paperback import. At $16.99 $13.95**

**6859011  THE E-WORD: Ego, Enlightenment & Other Essentials. By Cate Montana. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even seemingly small changes and techniques can change one’s very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Atria. Paperback. At $24.00 $17.95**

**6843214  HOW SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE WIN. By John C. Maxwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. You can’t succeed without setbacks but there are ways to learn from them and move on. Maxwell shows the ten evices you need to turn loss into gain. 188 pages. Center Street. Paperback. At $12.00 $4.95**


**6791418  THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion. By Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you should take the path you love. Offered a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Paperback. At $16.95 $12.95**

**5678703  FIX UP, SELL UP: A How-to Guide for Discovering the “Real You” within. By Cate Montana. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even seemingly small changes and techniques can change one’s very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Atria. Paperback. At $24.00 $17.95**

**6843581  FLOURISH: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-Being. By Martin E.P. Seligman. With interactive exercises to help readers explore their own attitudes and beliefs, FLOURISH is a powerful guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos. 171 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. At $12.95 $9.95**

**6851439  SCHOOL OF WISHING: Lessons to Change Your Life and Make Your Dreams Come True. By Joel Osteen. The ultimate guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos. 171 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. At $12.95 $9.95**
**Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery**

6866488 **THOUGHTS ARE THINGS: Turning Your Ideas into Realities.** By B. Proctor & G.S. Heid. What mind-set determines whether or not a person will be successful? You will not find some of the men and women who came of age in a world already suffused with the idea that, within one’s own mind, lies the potential to be and do anything one can imagine. From the stories of those who succeeded, the authors will show how we can think to live.

67567X **HAPPINESS A-Z: The Gleeful Guide to Finding and Following Your Bliss.** By Louise Baxter Harmon. This alphabetical compendium of contentment collects powerful thoughtful and insightful quotations that express some of the best ways to find happiness. From the excitement of being fully “Alive” to the adventure of exploring the world’s most “Zestful” experiences, learn the vocabulary of a joy-filled life.

679817X **PRIMARY GREATNESS.** By Stephen R. Covey. Covey lays out the 12 levers of success that will lead to a life of primary greatness: Integrity, Contribution, Priority, Sacrifice, Service, Responsibility, Loyalty, Respect, Authority, Creativity, and Empowerment. He defines each of these 12 qualities and how they provide the leverage to make your daily life truly “great.” 194 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.95

59377X **UNLOCK YOUR CONFIDENCE.** By Gary Wood. Offers a complete step-by-step personal empowerment course using tried and tested tools and techniques; quizzes; and exercises to help you understand where you are now in life, where you want to be, and how to get there. 249 pages. Pub. at $33.50. Paperbound Import. Pbk. $17.25. XING. Pub. at $14.95

675668X **MAKE MAGIC OF YOUR LIFE.** By Michael Breus. Uses the new science on happiness to show how micro-adjustments in our daily lives can have us living happily and healthily in no time. Breus provides the ultimate “life hack” to help you achieve your goals. 370 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

686826X **THE SELF-DISCIPLINE HANDBOOK: Simple Ways to Cultivate Self-Discipline, Build Confidence, and Obtain Your Goals.** By Natalie Wise. We all need a little more self-discipline, yet many of us have trouble deciding where to find it. This handbook will teach you how to milk your momentum, how passion powers progress, why persistence is a virtue, and that patience is imperiously important. Where you want to go. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95

464070X **YOU ARE NOT SPECIAL...AND OTHER ENCOURAGEMENTS.** By David McCullough. Jr. The high school commencement address of 2012 was a tonic one. Here, McCullough expands on his speech—taking a hard look at hovering parents, questionable educational goals, professional college prep, electronic distractions, and club sports—and urges kids to live a life of authentic engagement. 316 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $21.99

589549X **FLIP IT, SECOND EDITION: How to Get the Best Out of Everything.** By Michael Heppell. Get the very best out of whatever life sends your way by rethinking how you interpret and handle every situation. All of the ideas, techniques, and methods can be applied by anyone, at any situation, at any time. Increase your opportunities for happiness, creativity, confidence, and success by changing the way you think. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

583950X **ORDINARY SPARKLING MOMENTS: The Art of Finding Joy.** By Christine Mason Miller. In these pages, the author and artist, Christine Miller, chronicles the sometimes messy, bumpy journey of finding ourselves in the simple routines of everyday life. From a part photo diary, a journal, and part essay collection, and filled with inspiration and wisdom. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. Pub. at $26.99

5894964 **MAKE MAGIC OF YOUR LIFE.** By T. Thorn Coyle. A master teacher and magic worker shows how to activate the magical formula known as the Four Powers. Includes a personal step-by-step guide to Will, to Dare, and to Keep Silence—help bring about a profound shift in how we view and move through the world. 243 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

589333X **WOD MOTIVATIONAL POSTERS.** By Eleanor Brown. A collection of posters designed to build your toughness and get your body and mind through any workout. These mantras, questions, and quotes encourage you to fight through the mental fog of doubt and perseverance so you’re ready to fight. 9 pages. Perforated pages for easy removal. Adams Media. 8”x10” Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

5878446 **VITAL SIGNS: The Nature and Nurturance of Passion.** By Peggy Leovy. Examines the tendency to feel rich in every conceivable way. 244 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $12.95

5866399 **WHO ARE YOU, REALLY? The Surprising Puzzle of Personality.** By Brian R. Little. Journey beyond the nature-nurture debate to discover an exciting third aspect of human condition—the pursuit of personal projects. These are the endeavors big and small that give us a sense of meaning in our everyday lives, and end up shaping who we are. 494 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $28.95

5974887 **IT’S OKAY TO LAUGH: (Crying Is Cool Too).** By Nora McInerny Purmort. A love letter to life in all its messy glory. Purmort puts a young, fresh twist on the subjects of mortality and resignation. What does it actually mean to live your “one wild and precious life” to the fullest? And how does she answer the question: How do you keep going when life kicks you in the junk? 274 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $25.99

5893787 **SOLD OUT.**
**5998840 MAKE TROUBLE.** By John Waters. When John Waters delivered his subversive advice to the graduates of the Rhode Island School of Design, the speech went viral for its spot-on observations on life as a creative person. Here he boils that wisdom into a concise but inspiring book, joining his wisdom with the77 illustrated Erich Hansen. 71 pages. **$14.95**

**5817183 JOYFUL LIVING: 101 Ways to Transform Your Spirit & Revitalize Your Life.** By Amy Leigh Mercree. Experience joy everyday and equip yourself for the ups and downs of life with this practical roadmap to achieving inner and outer happiness. Using a mind-body-spirit balanced approach, Mercree presents over 100 ways to enliven your spirit and step into the blissful life you desire. 344 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. **$16.99**

**6789080 BREATHING LOVE: Meditation in Action.** By Jennie Lee. Sharing many personal stories, Lee guides you into more active, conscious living by overcoming anger and fear, learning to forgive, and dealing with loss. Here she shows you how to open your heart to your true nature as love itself. 230 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. **$16.99**

**6665577 LETTING GO OF GOOD: Dispel the Myth of Goodness to Find Your Genuine Self.** By Andrea Mathews. An empowering guide to dismantling the false connection between being good and being worthy. Mathews shares innovative tools and techniques for achieving, including how to understand yourself and dialogue with emotions, develop intuition and discernment, and make decisions from a place of honest desire and compassion. 253 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. **$17.99**

**573317 EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: The Power of Enneagram Personality Type to Transform Your Life, Work, and Mind.** By Dan Charnas. Culled from dozens of interviews with culinary professionals, including such renowned chefs as Thomas Keller and Alfred Portale, this essential guide offers a simple system to focus your actions and accomplish your work. This journey will show you how mise-en-place can have a place in your life and not just in the kitchen. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. **$14.99**

**5493758 TAME YOUR INNER CRITIC.** By Julia Temple. 324 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. **$18.99**


**5741665 LIFE AS SPORT.** By Jonathan Fader. 244 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. **$24.99**


**6634594 LOUDER THAN WORDS: Harness the Power of Your Audible Voice.** By Todd Henry. 212 pages. Workman. Paperbound. **$27.95**

**6551416 ACORN.** By Yoko Ono. Algonquin. Paperbound. **$18.95**

**6565525 HERO.** By Rhonda Byrne. 228 pages. S&S. Import. **$5.95**


**6590936 WHEN HAPINESS IS NOT ENOUGH.** By Christiane Northrup. 290 pages. Workman. Paperbound. **$19.95**

**5913209 GET HAPPY! Lessons in Lasting Happiness.** By Anthony Gunn. 156 pages. Harlequin Import. Paperbound. **$9.95**


**583080X TEACH YOURSELF SECRETS OF HAPPY PEOPLE.** By Matt Avery. 242 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. **$17.00**

**595133X THE WISDOM OF NOT KNOWING: Discovering a Life of Wonder by Embracing Uncertainty.** By Estelle Frankel. 236 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. **$12.95**


---


**6481620 KEEP YOUR BRAIN ALIVE: 83 Neurobic Exercises to Help Prevent Memory Loss & Increase Mental Fitness.** By L.C. Katz & M. Rubin. Introduces a unique new brain exercise program based on the latest neuroscience research. These deceptively simple exercises help stimulate the brain’s connections and its growth, helping you keep the brain younger and stronger. 190 pages. Workman. 4x6. Paperbound. **$8.95**

**6682063 SECRETS OF IQ TRAINING: 101 Ways to Sharpen Your Mind.** By Ron Bracey. Learn how to raise your IQ, all while enhancing your reasoning powers, and increase your ability to absorb and analyze information with this thought-provoking guide. Its pages are filled with a range of exercises to boost your brain power to peak efficiency. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. **$7.95**

**6178138 HOW TO REMEMBER ANYTHING: The Proven Total Memory Retention System.** By Dean Vaughn. His program gives you the power to harness your brain’s capacity for memory. For those looking for a deep system that will help you to remember anything—names & faces, vocabulary, numbers, appointments, dates, your schedule...anything. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. **$14.95**

**6862039 HOW TO DEVELOP A BRILLIANT MEMORY WEEK BY WEEK.** By Dominic O’Brien. A complete tried and tested brain training program for the memory. Learn how to remember birthdays, anniversaries, and appointments, recall names and faces, and speak in public without notes with the 52 week by week easy stage. 176 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. **$8.95**

**6808212 YOU CAN LEARN TO REMEMBER: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life.** By Dominic O’Brien. Shows how to train your brain to peak performance and develop the ability to instantly recall details. Drawing upon the extraordinary skills of a memory master and featuring 25 exercises, this essential guide provides a repertoire of practical and effective ways to enhance your memories. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. **$9.95**

**6802532 HOW TO BE A GENIUS: Brain Training for the Idle Minded.** By Robert Allen. Celebrate your brain and discover how, with a little hard work, you can improve your memory, learn faster, and become longer to help you accomplish more. Using expert advice, brain teasers, puzzles, problem solving tips and memory development skills, this guide will help you become as smart as Einstein. 168 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Paperbound. **$12.95**

**5661633 A FIELD GUIDE TO LUCID DREAMING: Mastering the Art of Orienteering.** By Dylan Tuccillo et al. This lively dream guide shows step by step how to become lucid, and then what to do when once awake in the dream world. Here’s how to reconnect with dreams, the importance of keeping a journal, REM cycles, use reality checks to distinguish between lucid and non-lucid, and more. 274 pages. Workman. Paperbound. **$12.95**

**6808131 THE NOTE FROM HEAVEN: How to Sing Yourself to Higher Consciousness.** By Gifha Ben-David. A sacred and simple healing tool for anyone who is training their voice to connect with your higher Self. The author presents an innovative method using regressive cell-reaching, one of the most direct ways to get in contact with the subconscious mind, that can help release blocked energy imprisoned in the singer’s body. 253 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. **$15.95**

**6732658 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO BIPOLAR DISORDER.** By J. Carter & B. Dempsey. They’re not just mood swings. You know there’s more to bipolar disorder than heightened ups and downs, and in this medicignorant world, it shares symptoms with other conditions, finding helpful and accurate information on the subject can be difficult. This guide will show you and your loved ones how to live with this condition, one day at a time. 316 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. **$19.95**
6904263 HOW TO HEAL TOXIC THOUGHTS: Simple Tools for Personal Transformation. By Sandra Ingerman. A therapist and shaman practitioner offers exercises to approximate the process and transform negative thoughts and emotions that arise throughout the day. Through meditations and other exercises, learn to radiate positive thoughts and shield yourself from those that are destructive. Book Club Edition. 120 pages. Sterling. Orig. Pub. at $14.95

6826229 UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Complete Guide to Its Diagnosis and Treatment. By D.F. Klein & H.H. Wender. This updated and expanded second edition evaluates available pharmaceutical and psychological treatments stemming from real patient histories; explores the causes of depression; and includes self-tests to determine the need to seek a psychological evaluation. 207 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

6817920 GRAIN BRAIN: The Surprising Truth About Wheat, Carbs, and Sugar—Your Brain’s Silent Killers. By David Perlmutter with K. Lobeger. With a blend of cutting-edge research, real-life stories of transformation, and accessible, practical advice, this guide teaches you how to take control of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. Includes a 4-week plan to achieve optimum health along with meal plans and recipes. 323 pages.

6895296 A LITTLE BIT OF AURAS: An Introduction to Energy Fields. By Cassandra Eason. An introduction to understanding auras; colored energy fields that surround people, animals, crystals, and even places. The author explains a variety of techniques for sensing, seeing, and interpreting the aura, and how you can cleanse, heal, strengthen, and protect the aura. Illus. in color. 110 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $9.95


5990920 THE BEDSIDE DREAM DICTIONARY. By Silvana Armar. This guide explores hundreds of the common dream symbols and their meanings and provides guidance on how to interpret them. Includes a “dreamer’s notebook” for dreamers to jot down recollections as they awaken. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


6793704 MIND HACKING. By John Hargrave. Ever wish you could rewires your brain just as a programmer would a computer? In this 3-step guide to improving your mental habits, you’ll learn how to take charge of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. 211 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

5899913 OUTSMARTING ALZHEIMER’S. By Kenneth S. Kosik with A. Bowman. Offers 80 simple lifestyle prescriptions that will slow the progression of Alzheimer’s symptoms as much as possible. Includes a personalized three-week plan to help you put these prescriptions into action, plus more than 40 brain-boosting recipes and almost 30 brain-training games. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.95

6814700 BRAIN HACKS: 200+ Ways to Boost Your Brain Power. Filled with more than 200 actionable tips and exercises you can use right away to help you achieve and maintain peak mental performance. Hundreds of tips and exercises fight free radicals; flush the toxins; notch up the endorphins; and many more. 255 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6813194 BECOME A MEDICAL INTUITIVE: The Complete Developmental Course. By Tina M. Zion. This resource guide provides a complete training experience to become a medical intuitive. Each chapter advances you step by step, to intensify your physical abilities and develop your x-ray vision. A medical background is not necessary to excel as a medical intuitive. 258 pages. Boutique of Quality. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


6733387 LIVING IN A MINDFUL UNIVERSE: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Heart of Consciousness. By E. Alexander & K. Newell. The authors share how we can tap into our greater mind and the power of the mind to enhance our relationships, creativity, guidance, and all aspects of our lives. The reader will gain the power to access that infinite source of knowing and learn that the key of unlocking the power of the universe is inside of us. 272 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
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FACING ILLNESS & DEATH

5680408 GOOD TO GO: A Guide to Preparing for the End of Life. By Jo Myers. One of the few things in life that’s certain is death, and here’s a realistic, practical, and even humorous guide about preparing for it. From cremation to funeral plans, and from choosing executors to dealing with family relations, it covers it all. 212 pages. Sterling. [Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95]

6846335 WHEN IS BUDDY COMING HOME? A Parent’s Guide to Helping Your Child with the Loss of a Pet. By Gary Kurz. The author provides thoughtful guidance on soothing a child’s heartbreak after the passing of a beloved four-legged friend—affirming that through their unconditional love, each one of them has a unique place in heaven. 260 pages. Citadel. [Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95]

680540X THINGS I’VE LEARNED FROM DYING: A Book About Life. By David R. Dow. In a poigniant, lyrical account of how illness and loss can ravage a family, Dow examines the heart-wrenching reality of death and the questions it evokes. With grace and intelligence, he offers readers hope without cliche and affirms our basic human needs by giving voice to the anguish we all face. 273 pages, Twelve. [Pub. at $25.00]

6857470 THE WAY WE DIE NOW: The View from America’s Front Line. By Thomas O’Mahony. Dying has become medicalized and sanitized, but doctors cannot prescribe a “good death.” Dr. O’Mahony asks us to consider how we have gotten to this age of spiritual poverty and argues that giving up control over death can help restore its significance. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. [Pub. at $26.99]

678142X LIVING AT THE END OF LIFE: A Hospice Nurse Addresses the Most Common Questions. By Linda Zaiman. This presents a comforting guide to the challenges faced by someone coping with declining health—and by those who love and care for them. This second edition includes two new sections: one on ensuring quality care while coping with decline, the other on the challenges of living with a treatable but incurable illness. 262 pages. Sterling. [Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95]

5894891 HOW TO SURVIVE LIFE (AND DEATH). By Robert Kopecky. In a few short years, Kopecky had not one, but three near-death experiences. He discovered exactly what lives on the other side of our fears about dying—and living. Discover what Kopecky believes are the three keys to living more life: Radical Kindness, Radical Forgiveness, and unconditional love, every one of them has a unique heartbreak after the passing of a beloved four-legged friend—affirming that through their unconditional love, each one of them has a unique place in heaven. 260 pages. Citadel. [Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95]

6599222 THROUGH THE FLAMES. By Allan Lokos. Lokos shares his terrifying story of being on board a plane when it crashed and exploded in flames. He was severely burned and told by many doctors that he would not survive. In this inspiring account, he tells of discovering the truth about the other side of our fears about dying—and living. Discover what Kopecky believes are the three keys to living more life: Radical Kindness, Radical Forgiveness, and Radical Surrender. Illus. 186 pages. Conari Press. [Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95]

667923 THE FOREVER LETTER: Writing What We Believe for Those We Love. By Elana S. Kennedy. This shows how to communicate your values, wisdom, and love with people who matter to you most. 221 pages. Llewellyn. [Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99]

6873766 LIFE AND DEATH: Inspirational Messages and Meditations to Overcome Grief and Find Your Inner Peace. By Tim Bowers. Few of us are prepared for the way to move through and beyond the grief process requires that you are open and that you take action. This guide will help you heal the emotional trauma and find you that balance. Format: MP3. 1 CD. Findhorn. [Pub. at $14.99]

5683371 BEING MORTAL: Medicine and What Matters in the End. By Atul Gawande. Reveals the suffering that results when medicine neglects the wishes of patients beyond mere survival. Reveals how medicine and human values operate and changes the conversation on aging and death, suggesting that the ultimate goal is not a good death but a good life—all the way to the very end. 267 pages. [Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99]

459781X DO DEAD PEOPLE WATCH YOU SHOWER? And Other Questions You’ve Been All But Dying to Ask a Medium. By Concetta Bertoldi. A medium exposes the naked truth about the fate and happiness of our late loved ones with no holds barred honesty and delightful humor, answering questions that range from practical to the outrageous. 280 pages. Harper. [Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99]

6742823 MODERN DEATH: How Medicine Changed the End of Life. By Halder Warraich. Takes a larger look at how we die today, from the call of death up to the very definition of death itself. Dr. Warraich provides an enriched understanding of how dying today differs from the past, what our ancestors got right, and how to transform this most final of human experiences. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. [Pub. at $26.99]


5715422 MAKING FRIENDS WITH DEATH. By Laura Pritchett. A lighthearted, irreverent exploration of the one thing that is certain in all lives—death. Interpersed with a variety of workbook-like exercises, it will prove to be a go to companion for anyone who would rather be able to die as an old soul—rather than a spooky stranger. 250 pages. Viva Editions. [Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95]

6804713 GRIEF WORKS: Stories of Life, Death, and Surviving. By Laura Pritchett. A lighthearted, irreverent exploration of the one thing that is certain in all lives—death. Interpersed with a variety of workbook-like exercises, it will prove to be a go to companion for anyone who would rather be able to die as an old soul—rather than a spooky stranger. 250 pages. Viva Editions. [Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95]

5687225 MODERN DEATH: How Medicine Changed the End of Life. By Halder Warraich. Takes a larger look at how we die today, from the call of death up to the very definition of death itself. Dr. Warraich provides an enriched understanding of how dying today differs from the past, what our ancestors got right, and how to transform this most final of human experiences. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. [Pub. at $26.99]

5985307 LET’S TALK ABOUT DEATH. By S. Gordon & J. Kacandes. For years, the authors shared a no-holds-barred discussion about death and dying, addressing the questions on everyone’s mind, including the most interpersonal issues to which there are “no right” answers. The result is this frank, personal, and probing work that encourages us to engage that most uncomfortable of topics. 292 pages. Prometheus. [Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00]

CD 6873766 LIFE AND DEATH: Inspirational Messages and Meditations to Overcome Grief and Find Your Inner Peace. By Tim Bowers. Few of us are prepared for the way to move through and beyond the grief process requires that you are open and that you take action. This guide will help you heal the emotional trauma and find you that balance. Format: MP3. 1 CD. Findhorn. [Pub. at $14.99]


5850408 GOOD TO GO: A Guide to Preparing for the End of Life. By Jo Myers. One of the few things in life that’s certain is death, and here’s a realistic, practical, and even humorous guide about preparing for it. From cremation to funeral plans, and from choosing executors to dealing with family relations, it covers it all. 212 pages. Sterling. [Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95]
Facing Illness & Death

5962483 A CALL FROM HEAVEN: Personal Accounts of Deathbed Visits, Angelic Visions, and Crossings to the Other Side. By Jesse Varga. Varga illustrates through the many accounts she received that death is not the end and that we will all be guided to the other side, communicating with those who are grieving and removing the fear of death for all of us. She offers advice and guidance derived from this work, confirming the idea that life truly does continue. 191 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

5936969 PROFOUND HEALING: The Power of Acceptance on the Path to Wellness. By Cheryl Canfield. At the age of 41, Canfield was diagnosed with advanced cancer. Against medical advice, she rejected proposed surgery and prepared to die. In the process, she cured herself. This down-to-earth account of her journey encompasses self-help practices of wellness that others can utilize as a source of hope, inspiration, and practical advice. 242 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $11.95

5974291 WORDS AT THE THRESHOLD: What We Say as We’re Nearing Death. By Lisa Smartt. Collecting over 100 case studies through interviews and transcripts, Smartt shows how the language of the dying can point the way to a transcendent world beyond our own. 196 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

5949270 DEATH’S SUMMER COAT: What the History of Death and Dying Teaches Us About Life and Living. By Brandt Schillace. The reality of death is something we must all confront throughout our lives, and yet we have grown to deny its existence, treating it as an enemy to be beaten back with medical advances. In this empowering work, Schillace shows how talking about death, and the rituals associated with it, can help provide answers to our most pressing questions. 256 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $4.95

6774507 DEATH’S SUMMER COAT. By Brandt Schillace. What led us to this point where we sanitize death and make it unfamiliar? Schillace looks at what we can learn from the incredibly diverse ways in which humans have dealt with mortality in different times and places. Includes a very brief overview of the history of death and dying. 266 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 PRICE CUT TO $4.95

5979895 CARING FOR THE DYING: The Doula Approach to a Meaningful Death. By Henry Fersko-Weiss. Death is like a dark and painful secret—it challenges how we think about ourselves and others and makes us feel vulnerable. Sharing beautiful, life-affirming stories, Fersko-Weiss encourages us to face our fears and engage in an open, honest dialogue in this uplifting work. 222 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT TO $8.95


5913695 STUMBLING STONES: A Path Through Grief, Love and Loss. By Aimee Grant. 117 pages. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


6257377 NEVER TOO LATE: A 90-Year-Old’s Pursuit of a Whirlwind Life. By Roy Rowan. Weaving in lessons he has learned along the way, Rowan, a nonagenarian, addresses a spectrum of topics, including the subjectivity of the label “old,” the importance of optimism and attention to health, and maintaining independence as the years go by, and he encourages retirees to start a second career or activity. 228 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

6744560 WHO WILL TAKE CARE OF ME WHEN I’M OLD? Plan Now to Safeguard Your Health, Security, and Peace of Mind. By Jill Lovette. Whether you have family ready to assist or are navigating these years on your own, this empowering guide shares practical advice for everyone. It all starts with a plan, and Lovette helps you design and maintain one. 313 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

6850138 THE WONDER OF AGING. By Michael Gurian. A comprehensive road map of what to expect in the second half of your life, and how to celebrate it. Provides exercises to help you design your present and future and through this practical guide, he shows how we can become elders. 315 pages. Alta, Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

6753876 WHERE SHOULD I LIVE WHEN I RETIRE? A Guide to Continuing-Care Retirement Communities. By Bernice Hunt. Clearly outlines the advantages and disadvantages of Continuing-Care Retirement Communities (CCRCs). Learn what to look for, what to steer clear of, what you have a right to expect, how you can avoid hidden costs, and how you can make the transition when you move. 103 pages. Joan G. Spero, Inc. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

6849741 SENIOR MOMENTS: Looking Back, Looking Ahead. By Willdild Spiegelman. Gathered from more than a dozen lessons from Spiegelman’s storied career as a writer and professor, this series of discrete essays is a joyful, thoughtful reflection on growing older—that unavoidable and universal fate. 190 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

5724236 YOU, STAYING YOUNG: The Owner’s Manual for Looking Good and Feeling Great. By M.C. Oz & M.F. Roizen. Argues that aging isn’t a decline in our abilities, but a purposeful process. A bestseller. This book is about doing the right things at the right time, and the right things at the right length of time. 313 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6706254 THE AGELESS BODY: How to Hold Back the Years to Achieve a Better Body. By P. Bee & S. Schenker. From Jennifer Lopez to Helen Mirren, a new breed of 40 and 50-plus women are redefining not just what an ageless body looks like but what’s entailed in achieving it. The authors, who are both acupuncturists, use scientific research to show that one too can build a healthier, better looking and better functioning body—for life. Illus., some in color. 262 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

6593150 AGE IN PLACE: A Guide to Modifying, Organizing, and Decluttering Mom and Dad’s Home, Now and One. By Shira Gill. A practical step by step and room by room advice for simple modifications that can help seniors make their homes safer and easier to navigate. Shira addresses the different categories of independence and how one can make life at home safer, more manageable, and less stressful for all. Photos. 204 pages. Bull Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

6796249 HAPINESS IS A CHOICE YOU MAKE: Lessons from a Year Among the Oldest Old. By John Leland. Weaves together the stories of six New Yorkers aged eighty-five and up. An enduring collection of lessons that emphasizes, above all, the extraordinary influence we wield over the quality of our lives. 242 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

6747938 YOUNGER: A Breakthrough Program That Can Turn Back the Clock 10 Years. By Sara Gottfried. Drills the seven week revolutionary program that empowers you to make the critical choices necessary to not just look young, but also feel young and live longer. By addressing five key factors, Gottfried’s program delivers an accessible plan to make it possible to change the way you age and to remain healthy and energetic. Illus. 354 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

5889961 SIMPLE STEPS TO LOOKING TEN YEARS YOUNGER. Celebrity nutritionist Dr. Oz’s basics; this book shows you how to reverse the effects of aging by using simple, positive changes that rev up your energy, boost your metabolism, keep your brain sharp and focused, improve your immunity, and fight stress, promote a healthy body and enhance your appearance. 96 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

670512X LIFE REIMAGINED: The Science, Art, and Opportunity of Midlife. By Barbara Bradley Hagerty. Explodes the myth of the midlife crisis and redraws the future for people in their forties, fifties, and sixties. Argues that midlife can in fact be the peak of your existence, she reveals the period as a time of renewal, renegotiation, and a reflush of energies. 451 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.99

**Communication Skills**

**6867499 THE CREATIVITY CHALLENGE.** By Tanner Christensen. Features 150 challenges, exercises, and prompts to help you push past the way you normally see the world and uncover all new possibilities and ideas. 208 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

**6753663 HOW TO READ A PERSON LIKE A BOOK: Observing Body Language to Know What People Are Thinking.** By Gerard I. Nienberg et al. Designed to teach you how to interpret and respond to the nonverbal signals of business associates, friends, family, and loved ones, helping you assess your needs, and offers six compelling strategies for approaching more intimacy into your relationships and everyday life. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

**6825452 WIN YOUR CASE: How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail–Every Place, Every Time.** By Gery Spence. A renowned and successful trial lawyer shares how to win in any arena—the courtroom, the boardroom, the sales call, the salary review, the town council meeting—using successful courtrooms methods he has developed over more than half a century. An indispensable guide to success in every walk of life. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.$4.95

**6870895 THE LONELINESS CURE: Six Strategies for Finding Real Connections in Your Life.** By Kory Floyd. Helps you rediscover the power of socializing in person and finally find the affection you’ve been longing for. This valuable guide teaches the causes of affection hunger, helps you assess your needs, and offers six compelling strategies for attracting more intimacy into your relationships and everyday life. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

**6554717 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All.** By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complemented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—ever time. 272 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.$4.95

**6871211 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All.** By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complemented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. Icon. Paperback Import. $3.95

**6750621 CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION.** By Alan Garner. Based on research studies and Garner’s own experience, this guide helps you get more out of every conversation with family, friends, and coworkers. Learn how to ask questions that promote conversation; interest people; what you have to communicate constructively; and more. 210 pages. Icon. Paperback Import. $3.95

**4616995 CONVERSATION STARTERS: 1,000 Creative Ways to Talk to Anyone About Anything.** By Kim Chamberlain. This guide’s 1,000 conversation-starting topics offer easy ways to move away from traditional small talk and enhance speaking and listening skills. 164 pages. Skyskyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.$4.95

**4643925 VISUAL INTELLIGENCE: Sharpen Your Perception, Change Your Life.** By Amy E. Herman. An engaging guide to seeing and comprehending the world around you. Every clever and concise course that helps FBI agents, cops, CEOs, ER doctors, and others save money, reputations, and lives. Show you how to see what matters most to you more clearly than ever before. Color photos. 316 pages. Henry Holt & Company. Pub. at $28.00.$21.95

**6850053 WHEN STRANGERS MEET.** By Kio Stark. Teaches readers how to start talking to strangers, and includes adventurous challenges for those who dare. Stark reveals the hidden processes by which we decide whom to greet and trust in passing, and the unwritten rules by which these encounters operate. 107 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

**6844715 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF QUESTIONS: 1001 Conversation Starters for Any Occasion.** By Garry Poole. One big collection of questions you can use to get great conversations in almost any context. And many of these questions are likely to trigger other questions you may wish to discuss. Think of this book as a guide and a team to help you know and understand others, and yourself better. 156 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.$9.95

**6846505 UNLOCKING SECRETS: How to Get People to Tell You Everything.** By David Craig. Craig has simplified the psychological principles of criminal investigation so that operatives to persuade others to reveal their secrets. These methods could be used to assist people working with patients, clients, children, or friends who carry a difficult secret. 210 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.$11.95

**6860632 SNAIL MAIL.** By Michelle Mackintosh. Inspired by Japanese stationery and letter-writing culture, Mackintosh shows you how to improve your handwriting, make your own envelopes, wax seals and pressed flowers; put together care packages for a loved one who needs a bit of TLC. Send a handwritten note in color. 223 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.$9.95

**6859735 TEACH YOURSELF PERSUASION AND INFLUENCE IN A WEEK.** By Di McLaranach. A simple and straightforward guide to becoming a more persuasive communicator, giving you everything you need to know in just seven short chapters. Whether you’re understanding how people make decisions to increase your authority, you’ll develop your ability to influence and persuade others. 124 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95.$14.95

**6844014 NEGOTIATING WITH GIANTS.** By Peter D. Johnston. Travel across time through riveting, real-life David and Goliath negotiation stories, uncovering the secrets and strategies of successful smaller players so that you too can get what you want against the odds. 273 pages. Negotiation Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95.$14.95

**6821102 WHAT PATIENTS SAY, WHAT DOCTORS HEAR.** By Danielle Oti. Explores the high-stakes world of doctor-patient communication that we all must navigate. Reporting on the latest research studies and interviewing scholars, doctors, and patients, Oti reveals how better communication can lead to better health for all of us. 242 pages. Beacon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.$11.95

**6880001 STUCK FOR WORDS: What to Say to Someone Who Is Grieving.** By Doris Zagdanski. The book of grief-giving people to what they need from you. She has adapted communication skills and counseling techniques to enable us to speak confidently with a grieving friend, relative, or anybody who has suffered a loss. 137 pages. Wilkinson. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95.$11.95

**6852457 NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN: How to Get the Truth in 5 Minutes or Less in Any Conversation or Situation.** By David J. Lieberman. Provides the tools to determine, with uncanny accuracy, with both famous and everyday examples, this is an entertaining guide to our society’s language of unconscious communication. Photos. 316 pages. Collins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99.$9.95

**5913632 SNAIL MAIL.** By Michelle Mackintosh. Inspired by Japanese stationery and letter-writing culture, Mackintosh shows you how to improve your handwriting, make your own envelopes, wax seals and pressed flowers; put together care packages for a loved one who needs a bit of TLC. Send a handwritten note in color. 223 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.$9.95

**5777933 BODY LANGUAGE.** The Signals You Don’t Know You’re Sending, and How to Master Them... By Glenn Wilson. Learn how to read the body language of others and manage the signals and messages you give to others. Full of practical tips and strategies underpinned by principles from psychological and social studies. Use and interpret non-verbal messages to start conversations, understand people, and read body language. 144 pages. Icon. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95.$7.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Getting Great Sex</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Down Press</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizzling Quickies</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindblowing Morning S*x Hacks: Over 100 Tricks</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to F*cking</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Smart Girl’s Guide to Porn</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to F*cking, 2ND EDITION</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Sex and Disability: For All of Us Who Live with Disabilities, Chronic Pain &amp; Illness</td>
<td>Miriam Kaufman et al.</td>
<td>Cosmopolitan</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantric Sex</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Snyder</td>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Sex Goddess</td>
<td>By Kinkly</td>
<td>Quiver</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y:ONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy</td>
<td>By Michaela Riedl</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F*cking: A Beginner’s Guide to the Ecstasy and Pat BDSM</td>
<td>By Jen Miller</td>
<td>There Press</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Sexual Health: 101 Facts to Help You Get Your Sex Life on Track</td>
<td>Earl H. Bremer, M.D.</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Getting Great Sex</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Down Press</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizzling Quickies</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindblowing Morning S*x Hacks: Over 100 Tricks</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Smart Girl’s Guide to Porn</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to F*cking, 2ND EDITION</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Sex and Disability: For All of Us Who Live with Disabilities, Chronic Pain &amp; Illness</td>
<td>Miriam Kaufman et al.</td>
<td>Cosmopolitan</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantric Sex</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Snyder</td>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Sex Goddess</td>
<td>By Kinkly</td>
<td>Quiver</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y:ONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy</td>
<td>By Michaela Riedl</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F*cking: A Beginner’s Guide to the Ecstasy and Pat BDSM</td>
<td>By Jen Miller</td>
<td>There Press</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Sexual Health: 101 Facts to Help You Get Your Sex Life on Track</td>
<td>Earl H. Bremer, M.D.</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Getting Great Sex</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Down Press</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizzling Quickies</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindblowing Morning S*x Hacks: Over 100 Tricks</td>
<td>Emily Dubberley</td>
<td>Kinkly</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventurous Couple’s Guide to Strap-On S*x</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Smart Girl’s Guide to Porn</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to F*cking, 2ND EDITION</td>
<td>Violet Blue</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ultimate Guide to Sex and Disability: For All of Us Who Live with Disabilities, Chronic Pain &amp; Illness</td>
<td>Miriam Kaufman et al.</td>
<td>Cosmopolitan</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantric Sex</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen Snyder</td>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Sex Goddess</td>
<td>By Kinkly</td>
<td>Quiver</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y:ONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy</td>
<td>By Michaela Riedl</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F*cking: A Beginner’s Guide to the Ecstasy and Pat BDSM</td>
<td>By Jen Miller</td>
<td>There Press</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Sexual Health: 101 Facts to Help You Get Your Sex Life on Track</td>
<td>Earl H. Bremer, M.D.</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For more titles, visit erhbc.com/636**
Sexuality & Sexual Expression

224 pages. Skyhorse. 5x7. Pub. at $16.95  
2770970 THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS. By Dan & Jennifer Bantichi. Explores in glorious detail the sexiest moves that will lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. You will be flexing muscles you never knew you had with sex positions you’ve always wanted to try like the Laptop, Spread Eagle, Downward Dog, and Lotus, and many more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color.  
$16.95  

5974355 THE V-WORD. By Amber J. Keyser. Both funny and exhilarating, the seventeen stories included in this volume are about first-time sex that is meaningful, cringeworthy, gross, forgettable, magnificent, empowering, and transformative. Adults only. 197 pages. Simon Pulse. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95  

5928937 THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS CARD DECK. By Sephera Giron. Featuring 69 erotic positions from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your bedroom. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Carlton. Import. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95  

$19.99  

5928938 THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS KIT. By Sephera Giron. Complete with 50 unique oral sex experiences to explore the manual techniques, oral methods, and crazy-fun sex positions that maximize a woman’s pleasure. Valdez covers the basics in orgasmic foreplay, orgasmic positions, exercises to improve orgasm and much more. 212 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99  
$19.99  

$19.95  

5896134 THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS DECK: Exploring Love, Sexual Pleasure, and Mutual Gratification. By Sephera Giron. Featuring 64 cards, each containing an erotic pose from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your wildest dreams! Detailed instructions explain just how to maneuver into each position. Perfect for couples and singles to practice alone. X-rated. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95  

5855446 BECOMING CLITERATE: Why Orgasm Equality Matters—and How to Get It. By Laurie Mintz. Explores the way everyday sexism has made 1 in 3 women in our society unfamiliar with the clitoris, the organ responsible for 80% of women’s pleasure. Reveals fascinating information about the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best orgasms—and sex—ever. 176 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  
$16.95  

$16.95  

6761186 ORAL SEX SHE’LL NEVER FORGET: 50 Positions & Techniques That Will Make Her Orgasm Like She Never Has Before. By Sonia Borg. Getting a woman to orgasm has more to do with the movement of your lips than what you do with your hips. This ultimate oral sex guide teaches you all of the things you need to go down on a woman skillfully with 50 unique oral sex experiences from start to finish. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Quiver. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  
$19.99  

$22.99  

$20.00  

6761178 HOW TO BE A GREAT LOVER: How to Make Him Orgasm Every Time! By Alex Comfort. Comfort has completely revised and reorganized this landmark discussion of sex that was first published in 1972. This 1993 edition addresses today’s concerns about sex and health, and brings out even more unforgettable. From mild to wild, each move teaches you how to take your oral sex skills to the next level, with benefits like maximum clitoral stimulation, intense long-term oral play, and more. Adults only. 176 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  
$22.99  

6813542 FANTASY SEX. By Lisa Sweet. One of America’s most popular sexperts offers a fun, refreshing, totally original guide to mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00  
$20.00  

$14.99  

6766087 SEX POSITIONS DECK: Pick a Card, Any Card for a Wild Night. By Lisa Sweet. Offers you and your lover 101 sizzling new ways to spice up your sex life. Slip one of these fully illustrated cards into her pants, hide one under her pillow, or pick a random card when she’s craving spontaneity. The possibilities are endless. Amorata Press. Pub. at $15.95  
$15.95  

5729403 THE BONDAGE SEDUCTION KIT. By Natasha Janina Valdez. One of America’s most popular sexperts offers a fun, refreshing, totally original guide to mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00  
$20.00  

6813541 THE BONDAGE SEDUCTION DECK. By Lisa Sweet. One of America’s most popular sexperts offers a fun, refreshing, totally original guide to mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00  
$20.00  

5895934 THE SEXY SEDUCTIONS CAR DECK. By Sephera Giron. Featuring 69 erotic positions from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your bedroom. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Carlton. Import. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95  

5939143 DO YOU KNOW WHAT TURNS HER ON? By Pat Robinson. Test your naughty knowledge with quiz about the woman you know. Take the test, check your answers with your significant other, and watch the sexy sparks fly! Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  
$7.99  

5986378 THE NEW JOY OF SEX, COMPACT EDITION. By Alex Comfort. Comfort has completely revised and reorganized this landmark discussion of sex that was first published in 1972. This 1993 edition addresses today’s concerns about sex and health, and brings out even more clearly that there really is no good sex without love. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95  

6761186 ORAL SEX SHE’LL NEVER FORGET: 50 Positions & Techniques That Will Make Her Orgasm Like She Never Has Before. By Sonia Borg. Getting a woman to orgasm has more to do with the movement of your lips than what you do with your hips. This ultimate oral sex guide teaches you all of the things you need to go down on a woman skillfully with 50 unique oral sex experiences from start to finish. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Quiver. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  
$19.99  

$22.99  

$20.00  

6761178 HOW TO BE A GREAT LOVER: How to Make Him Orgasm Every Time! By Alex Comfort. Comfort has completely revised and reorganized this landmark discussion of sex that was first published in 1972. This 1993 edition addresses today’s concerns about sex and health, and brings out even more clearly that there really is no good sex without love. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $12.95  
$12.95
Sexuality & Sexual Expression

★ 5803306 TAOST FOREPLAY: Love Meridians and Pressure Points. By M. Chia & K.D. North. Guides lovers through simple acupressure and massage routines connecting all the points and channels that increase pleasure and spark arousal. Also explains how to reveal and overcome incompatibility with the Taoist zodiac. Asian, 166 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 3580489 THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA. By Terry Sanderson. Applies the spirit and intention of the original Kama Sutra—the expression of uninhibited pleasure through sex—to the lives of 21st-century gay men. Every aspect of gay sex is explored, and important issues such as finding a partner, emotional problems, and safe sex are also included. Adults only. Illus., many color, 144 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95
PRICE CUT to $6.95

★ 5803268 SLOW SEX: The Path to Fulfilling and Sustainable Sexuality. By Diana Richardson. Adults only. 168 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
$7.95

$9.95

$9.95

$8.95

★ 5864415 YOUR BONES: How You Can Prevent Osteoporosis & Bone Loss for Life—Naturally. By Lara Pizzorno with J.W. Knight. The authors uncover the real culprits responsible for the osteoporosis epidemic. This scourge is affecting people—especially women—in ever-growing numbers. They show that osteoporosis drugs like Fosamax or Boniva are dangerous, and offer a natural way to sustained bone health. Illus. 496 pages. Praktikos Press. Pub. at $12.00
$8.95

★ 6854966 THE WONDER DOWN UNDER: Women's Guide to the Anatomy, Sexuality, and Reality of the Vagina. By E.S. Dahl & N. Brochmann. A comprehensive guide to a miraculous and complex part of the body that too few of us, regardless of gender, are all that familiar with. With wisdom, humor, and scientific aplomb, the authors take readers on a fascinating journey of female sexual organs and sexual health. Illus. 304 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99
$19.95

★ 675693X SHE: A Celebration of Greatness in Every Woman. By M.A. Radmacher & L. Kalloch. An examination of qualities illustrating the greatness and strength of women. The authors have gathered some fierce and feisty females along with their best advice for our life’s journey on the topics of leadership, friendship, adventurousness, collaboration, compassion and much more. Fully illus. in color, 115 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
$9.95

★ 6853231 PREGNANCY, OMG! The First-Ever Photographic Guide for Modern Mamas-to-Be. By Nancy Redd. With warmth, humor, and candor, and partnered with the advice of medical experts, this resource guide tackles embarassment, nutrition, conundrums, and less-widely discussed issues that many pregnant women face while offering practical tips and techniques to ease even the strangest problems. Provides women the resources to make informed choices. 350 color, 206 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

★ 6778319 THE ELDEST DAUGHTER EFFECT. By L. Schultemaker & W. Enthoven. Shows how firsthand girls become who they are and offers insights that can allow them more freedom to move. Being an eldest daughter has certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the way. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.99
$12.95

★ 6787479 HOW TO STOP FEELING LIKE SHIT: 14 Habits That Are Holding You Back from Happiness. By Andrea Owens. Crystallizes what’s bugging millions of people in subtle habits that keep us from experiencing life to the fullest. Owen kicks women’s guts out of autopilot and empowers them to create happier, more fulfilling lives. 197 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
$12.95

★ 6701043 A LADY AT THE TABLE. By Sheryl Shade et al. An entertaining read that will give any woman the knowledge she needs to maneuver any dining situation—from a simple family meal to a dinner course at a fine restaurant. It includes how to set a table, how to pronounce more than 100 different food names, how to use obscure eating utensils, and more. 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $29.99
$7.95

Women’s Health & Self-Help

★ 6659444 THE MENOPAUSE BOOK, SECOND EDITION: The Hormone Guide. By P. Winokur. Expertly separating fact from fiction in the latest “breakthrough” medical studies, the authors show you what to pay attention to and what to ignore. Learn about heart health, moods, and exercise, and when periodic life can be a natural springboard to staying healthy. Illus. 532 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

★ 6961148 THE MOMMY MOJO MAKEOVER: 28 Tools to Reclaim Yourself & Reignite Your Relationship. By Dana B. Myers. An uplifting guide designed to inspire mothers to rediscover their sensual self-confidence, reconnect with their bodies, and reignite the spark in their relationships. Myers offers 28 inspiring and practical tools, interactive exercises, and real-life anecdotes that’ll leave women feeling like a sexier, Sexier mama. 316 pages. Viva. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
$14.95

★ 666163 THE BLOAT CURE. By Robynne Chutkan. Chutkan helps you identify the root cause of your bloat, whether it’s the artificial sweeteners in your sports drink, the cough medicine you’re taking, an undetected thyroid problem, or another of the 101 causes of cheeky, chubby cheeks. Chutkan will teach you how to rehabilitate your system and get your GI tract running like a well-oiled machine. 205 pages. Avery. Pub. at $20.00

★ 655295 ULTIMATE MENTIONS: The Victorian Lady’s Guide to Manners, Charms, and Manners. By Therese Onell. Your guide to the secrets of life as a Victorian lady, giving you detailed advice on how to maintain your youth, how to please your husband, and how to manage your household, and much more. A scandalously honest and humorous guide to the secrets of Victorian womanhood. Illus. 307 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00
PRICE CUT to $13.95

★ 6715893 THE ESTROGEN FIX: The Breakthrough Guide to Being Healthy, Energized, and Hormonally Balanced. By Mache Seibel. Proves that every woman has an ideal time to more safely begin estrogen replacement. When administered at this time, estrogen can lower your risk for breast cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, diabetes, osteoporosis and more while minimizing your symptoms. 237 pages. Rodale Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
$12.95

★ 6610682 THE WOMEN’S HEALTH BIG BOOK OF 15-MINUTE WORKOUTS. By Solene Yeager & the eds. of Women’s Health. This is the last exercise manual you will ever need. It will take away all of your excuses and put you on the fast track to a better body and a healthier life. Includes 85 fast workouts, 433 ultra-effective exercises, and fabulously easy recipes that take less than 15 minutes to prepare. Well illus. in color, 404 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99
$5.95

★ 67665X WOMEN’S WAYS OF KNOWING, TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Mary Field Beinerly et al. Explains why women still feel silenced in conversations, often being left out of the equation. The authors’ collaboration and research developed. Here they also address many of the questions that they have been asked repeatedly in the year since this volume was first published. Ed. Sheryl Shade. 359 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 6708706 THE ESTROGEN WINDOW. By Mache Seibel. A definitive guide on hormonal health for menopausal women. Dr. Seibel explains the right time and method to begin estrogen replacement, which studies have shown can improve women’s health. He reveals how previous studies were inaccurately analyzed leading to a culture of fear and confusion about hormone replacement. 238 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
$12.95

★ 6580122 THE WISDOM OF MENOPAUSE, REVISED & ENHANCED. By Christiane Northrup. With this comprehensive resource, Dr. Northrup shows how women can make menopause a time of personal empowerment—emerging wiser, healthier, and stronger in both mind and body than ever before. Includes a new section on sex after fifty and how, if need be, you can rejuvenate your sex life. 745 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00
PRICE CUT to $2.95
**Women's Health & Self-Help**

5782124 ROAR. By Stacy T. Sims. Offers a comprehensive, physiology-based nutrition and training guide specifically designed for women. Includes specially selected and nutrient-packed recipes to optimize body composition, as well as exercises that build lean muscle, strengthen bone, and boost power and endurance. Illus. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 **[PRICE CUT to $6.95]**

5789239 GET STRONG FOR WOMEN. By Alex Silver-Fagan. Using strength-training, cardio and weightlifting exercises, this guide gives you the tools you need to build muscle, burn fat, and get a lean, toned body. It's time to see what your body is really capable of and get strong. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dongle Killings. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **[PRICE CUT TO $11.95]**

5652597 MOTHERS OF THE VILLAGE: Why All Moms Need the Support of a Motherhood Community and How to Find It for Yourself. By C. J. Schneider. So many mothers feel like something is out of joint, like something is missing. The truth is we are all just missing each other. Discover how to connect with others and to learn to work with each other to find a piece of yourself that has been missing all along. 202 pages. Familius. Paperbound.


5826594 ADVICE TO SINGLE WOMEN. By Haydn Brown. 118 pages. British Library. Import. **$3.95**

**Men's Health & Self-Help**

681187X THE PENIS BOOK: A Doctor's Complete Guide to the Penis—from Size to Function and Everything in Between. By Aaron Spitz. What's the weirdest thing you ever wanted to know about the penis but were afraid to ask? Nothing is left under the covers including sexually transmitted diseases, low testosterone, and sexual dysfunction. Featuring a five-step plan for penis health, including advice on diet and exercise that also benefits the entire body. Illus. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

5826403 THE NATURAL PROSTATE CURE, SECOND EDITION. By Roger Mason. In this updated edition, the author provides a unique and updated edition of his best-selling guide to natural and effective alternative to risky prostate surgery and drug therapies. Based upon years of research by Mason and his peers, this guide explains how most prostate problems originate from poor nutrition and outlines the easy-to-use, low-cost plans to correct them fast. One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 **$7.95**

653984X THE NATURAL: How to Effortlessly Attract the Women You Want. By Richard La Ruina. Delivers field-tested methods and easy-to-use tools for attracting women. From body language to conversation starters, eye contact and personal hygiene. A must-have guide packed with tips and tricks to help you prepare for any formal or informal event, and look your best. Illus. 160 pages. Batsford. Import. Pub. at $12.95 **$6.95**

6782921 A BUTLER'S GUIDE TO GENTLEMEN'S GROOMING. By Nicholas Clayton. Clayton, a professional English butler, shares his professional expertise on comportment, dress and general hygiene. He has used and tested all the products himself and with success. How to keep things neat, clean and in order, and look your best. Illus. 325 pages. Artisan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **$5.95**

656148X THE PROSTATE MONOLOGUES. By Jack McCallum. Attacks attacks the nitty-gritty questions about prostate cancer that men think about, but are afraid to ask, with honesty and humor. McCallum manages the impossible, sitting through mountains of data, conflicting expert opinion, the personal and biomedical, all while earning a major medical and funny enough to do the trick. 219 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 **$4.95**

7307985 THE VIAGRA ALTERNATIVE: The Complete Guide to Overcoming Erectile Dysfunction Naturally. By Marc Bonnard. Offers information on sexual health, safety, and long-term cures, as well as analyses of Viagra and its competitors. By exploring the range of options outlined here and decoding which is best for them, men need never feel that they are left with nothing. 224 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$11.95**

5933811 MAN MADE: The Art of Male Vigor. By Dan Jones. With the rise of perfectly preened male celebrities and online dating, every man worth his salt wants to look his best. This book gives you all that and all. Perfect for teen starters, the ancient and awesome, and everyone in between, this is the only DIY guide any manly person will ever need. Illus. 175 pages. Hardwick. Import.

5863135 MAN UP: It's Hard to Resist a Bad Boy–Even More So a Good Man. By Scott C. Schuler. Men may feel like they have lost the permission they once had to be bad, but Schuler shows you how you need permission. Fully updated with all the latest. It's time to stop trying to please everyone else, and stop apologizing for thinking like a man, acting like a man, and being a man. It's time to Man up! 164 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

6854445 SIT DOWN, BE QUIET: A Guide to Mountain Yoga and Mindful Living. By Richard Schuler. Shows you don't need permission. He argues it's just an honest, straightforward talk about the most ethical, effective way to pursue the win-win relationships you want with the women who are best for you. Three hundred plus pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

6854713 MATE: Become the Man Women Want. By T. Max & G. Miller. Read by Geoffrey Miller. Miller and Max have spent the last twenty plus years learning what women really want from their men, why they work, and how men can deliver it. This guide is just an honest, straightforward talk about the most ethical, effective way to pursue the win-win relationships you want with the women who are best for you. Three hundred plus pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

5973444 MATE: Become the Man Women Want. By T. Max & G. Miller. Read by Geoffrey Miller. Miller and Max have spent the last twenty plus years learning what women really want from their men, why they work, and how men can deliver it. This guide is just an honest, straightforward talk about the most ethical, effective way to pursue the win-win relationships you want with the women who are best for you. Three hundred plus pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

6824196 THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON ANXIETY: What Happens and What Helps. By Faith G. Harper. The author lays it all out in her 5 minute therapy guide. what it's good for, how to know when it's overboard, and practical tips on how to deal with anxiety when it gets bad. A life saver for panic attacks, breaking out of flight or fight or fear responses, and change the energy that you bring to our world. 272 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 **$13.95**

6861089 ROAR. By Jack McCallum. Attacks attacks the nitty-gritty questions about prostate cancer that men think about, but are afraid to ask, with honesty and humor. McCallum manages the impossible, sitting through mountains of data, conflicting expert opinion, the personal and biomedical, all while earning a major medical and funny enough to do the trick. 219 pages.
*7663455 DANGEROUS PERSONALITIES: An FBI Profiler Shows You How to Identify and Protect Yourself from Harmful People. By Joe Navarro with T.S. Poynter. Learn how to avoid the four most common dangerous personalities. A 25-year FBI agent and criminal profiler reveals critical warning signs and provides useful checklists to help you recognize people with the potential to hurt you and your family physically, emotionally, or financially. 240 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $16.95

*6794445 DANGEROUS PERSONALITIES: An FBI Profiler Shows You How to Identify and Protect Yourself from Harmful People. By Joe Navarro with T.S. Poynter. Learn how to avoid the four most common dangerous personalities. A 25-year FBI agent and criminal profiler reveals critical warning signs and provides useful checklists to help you recognize people with the potential to hurt you and your family physically, emotionally, or financially. 240 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4537661 THE BOOK OF ITALIAN WISDOM. By Antonio Santi. Ranging from the deeply personal, spiritual, and philosophical to the witty, urbane, and downright hilarious, the quips in this book reflect on virtually every subject: from science and movies to business, sports, friends, and more. 212 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95 $2.95

678360X THE GOOD NEWS ABOUT WHAT’S BAD FOR YOU/THE BAD NEWS ABOUT WHAT’S GOOD FOR YOU. By Jeff Wilser. Tells a charming, and a laugh-dose of humor, the author of this good news/bad news text sorts through a broad range of topics from coffee to green tea, tequila to Vitamin Water, and apologizing and swearing to the merits of meditation and the downsides of yoga. 360 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

6757391 POISONED FOR PROFIT: How Toxins Are Making Our Children Chronically Ill. By Philip & Alice Shabecoff. Brings readers into the lives of children, families, and communities beset by environmental poisons, and also poses solutions to eradicate this crime, offering parents a practical guide to protecting their children from these deadly toxins. 360 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95


6704522 THE ANATOMY OF ADDICTION. By Akkour Mohammad. Addiction specialist Mohammad addresses the critical issue behind our failure to treat addiction successfully–and it doesn’t stem from a lack of willpower or moral failing. Addiction, Dr. Mohammad says, is a chronic disease that requires a different approach. 206 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

67779717 HOW TO LIVE IN FEAR: Mastering the Art of Freaking Out. By Lance Hahn. With the empathy and patience of a fellow anxiety sufferer, Hahn guides you through the first steps of learning to cope with fear, panic, or anxiety. Whether you are wrestling with fear or know someone who is, he will give you the tools to take your first steps forward. 204 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

685545B THE 30-DAY SOBRIETY SOLUTION: How to Cut Back or Quit Drinking in the Privacy of Your Own Home. By Grant Cooper. A groundbreaking program for recovery that was researched, tested, and improved over eight years. It will lead you step by step through the process of overcoming excessive drinking and give you the tools you need to do it if you want to stop and failed. It’s a simple, straightforward action plan that works. 563 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

6827217 CAN’T JUST STOP: An Investigation of Compulsions. By Sharon Begley. A meticulously researched examination of the compulsions that everyone has, and how to break free of them. These disorders may look profoundly different, but are all ways of dealing with varying degrees of anxiety. Begley offers ways to realistically grapple with it in ourselves, and in those we love. 296 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

6855466 THE ART OF LEARNING: An Inner Journey to Optimal Performance. By Joshua Waitzkin. A national scholastic chess champion, then world champion at the martial art Tai Chi Chuan, the author came to realize that what he was actually best at was learning. Here he shares his discoveries, 265 pages. Free Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

6805078 AND THE GOOD NEWS IS...: Lessons and Advice from the Bright Side. By Dana Perino. From her years as the presidential press secretary to George W. Bush to her debates with Donald Trump on Fox News, Dana Perino reveals the lessons she’s learned that have guided her through life, kept her level-headed and led her to success. 16 pages of color photos. 241 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $26.00 $12.95

6829227 THE MASTERY OF SELF: A Toltec Guide to Personal Freedom. By Don Miguel Ruiz, Jr. Teaches that much of our suffering occurs when we forget that we are the architects of our own reality, and we have the power to change our“Dream” if we choose it. Ruiz offers the tools to break free of the chains of suffering, including the ones we have created for ourselves. 164 pages. Hierophant. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6904714 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO HYPOYSIS, SECOND EDITION. By Roberta Temes. Shows you exactly how to place yourself in a trance and influence better behaviors and attitudes in your daily life. Contains practical advice on how to use hypnosis to lose weight or quit smoking. 373 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

6829538 WRITING DOWN YOUR SOUL: How to Activate and Listen to the Extraordinary Voice Within. By Janet Conner. Lays out four simple rules: write up, listen up, and activate and tap into the voice that Stick to this approach and miracles will start to happen. It’s all there, you just have to know how to activate it. 255 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


5930227 THINK: Why You Should Question Everything. By Guy P. Harrison. This accessible and introductory guide to critical thinking will help you think like a scientist, learn to question everything, and understand how your own brain can trip you up. 240 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

676150X THE POCKET ENQUIRER WITHIN: A Guide to the Niceties and Necessities of Victorian Domestic Life. By George Armstrong. First published in 1856, contains a selection of hints and tips that provide a fascinating insight into the day to day life of Victorian Britain. Illus. 213 pages. Random. Import. $4.95

5946093 ROCK BREAKS SCISSORS: A Practical Guide to Outguessing & Outwitting Almost Everybody. By William Poundstone. Human choices are surprisingly predictable, provided you know a few psychological tricks. Poundstone reveals the hidden forces that lead people to personal advocacy, how to turn this fact to personal advantage in scores of everyday situations, from playing the lottery to spotting an inflated expense account; cracking a password to guessing Oscar winners. Graphs, 304 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

*5775258 HELD IN THE CLOUD: Why Knowing What Matters When Facts Are So Easy to Look Up. By William Poundstone. Poundstone shows that many areas of knowledge correlate with the quality of our lives—health, happiness—and even with politics and behavior, and examines what Americans know and don’t know. A witty, practical guide to succeeding in a culturally illiterate age. 340 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

*6753728 NEVER SMOKE AGAIN: The Top 10 Ways to Stop Smoking Now & Forever. By Grant Cooper. Begins by taking a long, hard look at cigarettes, at why you smoke them, and how they keep you coming back for more. It then presents ten chapters, each of which focuses on one of the top ten techniques for quitting smoking. 150 pages. Hear One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

5780916 HEAD IN THE CLOUD: Why Knowing What Matters When Facts Are So Easy to Look Up. By William Poundstone. Poundstone shows that many areas of knowledge correlate with the quality of our lives—health, happiness—and even with politics and behavior, and examines what Americans know and don’t know. A witty, practical guide to succeeding in a culturally illiterate age. 340 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/636 - 67 -
5890507 SIMPLE RULES: How to Thrive in a Complex World. By D. Sull & K.M. Eisenhardt. By developing a few simple rules, you can raise your energy level, get people on your side, and improve your ability to see patterns of behavior. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

5912732 THE 30-DAY SOBRIETY SOLUTION. By F. Lipman & D. Claro. Healthier has never been easier than with this assembly of simple rules, laid out in brief page-by-pageblurs. Discover bits of science-backed wisdom like “Fat is good for you,” “Get 15 minutes of sunshine a day,” “Don’t use antibacterial soap,” “Eat the yolk,” and more. Illus. in color. 223 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


5819719 ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S GUIDE TO LIFE. By Jeff Wilser. Illus. 314 pages. Three Rivers. Pub. at $17.00


592152X 52 SIMPLE WAYS TO BE VEGAN: Easy Ways to Eat Natural, Save the Planet, and Feel Great. By Terri Hall. Illus. 132 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5826031 THE NEW HEALTH RULES: Simple Changes to Achieve Whole-Body Wellness. By C. Ost & G. Leach. An innovative program of nutritional supplements has led to recovery for more than 80 percent of those who used it to end their addiction. From cigarettes to antidepressants, from alcohol to amphetamines, learning to change your dependence by restoring the biochemical balance in the brain. 296 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


5977871 AVOIDING EVERYDAY DISASTERS. By Laura Lee. Whether you are just learning how to be an adult or have been one for a while, this book will help you forestall disaster, save time, money, and face. Stop murdering your houseplants; reheating leftovers without ruining them; screwing up your chances at a raise; and more. Illus. in color. 380 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


5954330 DEPLOYED: The Survival Guide for Families at War. By Stanley Hall. Professional on-base counselor Dr. Stanley Hall gives answers and directions in finding more happiness and success in your military family. Learn all about coping with PTSD, working through alcoholism and drug addiction, surviving the separation, and being married in the military, understanding anger, abuse, and killing much more. 203 pages.

5959322 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO TIPS FOR PERFECTIONISM. By Ellen Bowers. You’ll find tips and techniques to help you recognize symptoms of toxic perfectionism and learn how to introduce flexibility and balance into your life. In addition, you’ll learn that you don’t necessarily need to “fix” perfectionism, you can mold perfectionist behavior into healthy habits and harness your high ambitions to create achievable and positive goals. 303 pages.

5941531 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL POLITESS. By A. Marshak. Abounds in tips for proper behavior in every situation, from hosting dinner parties and attending parties and public transportation, to choosing clothes. Historical context adds flavorful chum to advice on conducting morning calls and engaging in proper bathroom etiquette. A fascinating glimpse of a bygone era. 340 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5977148 THE GENTLEMEN’S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE: A Manual of Politeness from a Gentler Time. By Cecil B. Hartley. Originally published in 1873. Suggestions for the best way to behave, when and how to behave, include conduct in the street, making calls, and dating. These and other etiquette tips provide intriguing glimpses of nineteenth-century society in addition to a wealth of timeless counsel on behaving with dignity and style in your own day and age. 200 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00


662152X 52 SIMPLE WAYS TO BE VEGAN: Easy Ways to Eat Natural, Save the Planet, and Feel Great. By Terri Hall. Illus. 132 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


5912538 STRATEGIZE TO WIN. By Carla A. Harris. 243 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.95


5921538 STRATEGIZE TO WIN. By Carla A. Harris. 243 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.95

SOLD OUT

5812538 STRATEGIZE TO WIN. By Carla A. Harris. 243 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.95

SOLD OUT


586031 THE NEW HEALTH RULES: Simple Changes to Achieve Whole-Body Wellness. By C. Ost & G. Leach. An innovative program of nutritional supplements has led to recovery for more than 80 percent of those who used it to end their addiction. From cigarettes to antidepressants, from alcohol to amphetamines, learning to change your dependence by restoring the biochemical balance in the brain. 296 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

5941531 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO TIPS FOR PERFECTIONISM. By Ellen Bowers. You’ll find tips and techniques to help you recognize symptoms of toxic perfectionism and learn how to introduce flexibility and balance into your life. In addition, you’ll learn that you don’t necessarily need to “fix” perfectionism, you can mold perfectionist behavior into healthy habits and harness your high ambitions to create achievable and positive goals. 303 pages.
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